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Summer Reading
Welcome
to the Maritime Times of Tasmania's
Summer Reading 2019–2020
digital supplement.
You'll find a mix of articles,
short notes and
reviews of selected books
that you might enjoy reading
this summer.
Check out more books in
Rolph's Nautical Gift & Book Shop

Rolph's Nautical Gift & Book Shop
OPEN 7 DAYS — 9am–5pm
10% DISCOUNT for MMT members (+ postage & handling) shop@maritimetas.org

Lots of gifts and books in the Maritime Museum’s shop!
CALL IN to browse and see the full range of

BOOKS Clocks DVDs Barometers GLOBES Mugs SHIPS MODELS etc.
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New Books

CURIOUS VOYAGES
A collection of
astoundingly true tales
by Russell Kenery (2019)
Illustrator Andrew Murray
Hardcover, 172 pages

At an early age, I caught the incurable but not uncommon malady
of the love of boats. I find sailing craft almost intoxicating in their sheer
efficiency of being able to move not only themselves but both those
who sail in them along with whatever is on board-sometimes over
vast distances. Although the ‘age of sail,’ which lasted thousands
of years, ended around a century ago, I believe seafaring and
sailing ships will always captivate the imagination of many. As a
sailor and devotee of maritime history, Russell Kenery’s collection
of sailing stories not only struck a chord with me but also exposed
the limits of my knowledge. It’s an archive in which one can be
deeply immersed, and although we are separated from most of
the tales by a gulf of geography and time, they give a glimpse of
the dangers, harrowing hardships and sometimes plain bad luck of
sea voyages. As Admiral Lord Nelson put it, ‘In sea affairs nothing is
impossible, and nothing is improbable.’ It’s good and proper that
Russell, a yachtsman and confessed history geek, has undertaken
the retelling of these true tales of curious voyages. The evocative
illustrations by Andrew Murray that illuminate the collection help
transport the reader, and in themselves, are an outstanding body
of marine artwork. The choice nuggets in this book offer five
minutes, or an hour, of complete distraction. I suggest all those
who appreciate making passage under sail should have a copy
to read off-watch.
—Simon McKeon, Yachtsman and 2011 Australian of the Year
extract from his introduction to Curious Voyages
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REVIEW—This entertaining collection of stories and
notes covers a wide geographical and temporal
range: from polar to equatorial regions; from a
Nile riverboat illustrating a vase dated 3000 BC to
modern adventures; and a diverse range of craft
from the leather curraghs of Irish monks sailing the
Atlantic Ocean 1500 years ago, to Viking ships, to
the sleek yachts in the Sydney–Hobart yacht race,
and many more. There are familiar stories from a
different perspective and there are less well-known tales that are
intriguing and truly remarkable. Each voyage is amazing.
The marvellous images of Andrew Murray—beautifully evocative
images that take the viewer to the moment—support the texts
and, in a reciprocal gesture, the texts support the images. Selected
quotations from sailors and others are sprinkled thoughout, e.g.
'There are some things you learn best in calm, and some in storm'
(Willa Cather), and 'But what a boat is, really is, is freedom' (Capt.
Jack Sparrow).
In addition there are maps tracing the paths of the voyages, a
glossary of nautical terms, a table explaining the Beaufort wind
scale, and a bibliography. It's a very well presented book that
allows the reader to take a quick dip or to be thoroughly immersed.
I really enjoyed it and will doubtless return to it.
As the introductory page in this book states:
Over thousands of years the world was wide with wind-powered
boats, one of man's most beautiful constructions, and sailors had
to struggle in the age-old game of Man vs Sea. This collection
of tales is not a history of sail, it's a voyage through centuries of
curious sailing adventures.

More comments on Curious Voyages
‘Russell Kenery’s storytelling takes the reader on fifteen voyages of
not so plain sailing; the eccentric, the harrowing, and the heroic.
Brilliant sketches by Andrew Murray add a live-action dimension,
a powerful setting for the words. Russell’s stories will refresh
and rekindle a respect for the sea and those who accept the
Maritime Times Summer Reading 2019–2020 | 7

challenge of journeys, short or long. Seamanship matched to the
demands of the elements and vessel. Craftsmanship in the design
and construction of wooden boats. Courage and self-belief on a
formidable scale. A commitment of time, difficult for present-day
mariners to comprehend. Inspirational logs, beautifully told. Invest
the time, who knows where it might take you’.
—John Mitchell, Flinders Yacht Club

‘Voyaging has been the mother of many of humanity's greatest
tales of leadership, survival, endurance, tragedy, and at times just
unbelievable good or bad luck. Russell Kenery’s Curious Voyages
accounts for a broad collection of true events that will enthrall
and inspire the old salts and landlubbers alike.’

Summer Reading

—Wayne Parr, Shipwright & Small Boat Sailor
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EXPLORING THE SOUTH LAND
Tasmania emerges from
Terra Australis Incognita
by Libby and John McMahon
Second Edition (2019)
Published by
Maritime Museum of Tasmania
Hobart

back to Contents Page

The second edition of this beautiful
book has been released to
coincide with the 250th anniversary
of Lieutenant James Cook charting
the east coast of Australia in 1770.
Exploring the Southland is a
celebration of the mapmaker's art
— commencing with the voyage
of Captain Willem Janszoon, the
first European to chart part of the
unknown southern continent. This
book documents, by means of a
sequence of historical maps, the
emergence of knowledge over 400
years from the time that navigators
began probing south in search of
Terra Australis Icognita until the
modern outlines of Australia and
Tasmania were determined.
Maritime Times Summer Reading 2019–2020 | 9

books in our shop
COOK's ENDEAVOUR JOURNAL
The inside story
by Captain James Cook (1728-1779)
and
National Library of Australia (2008)
Published by National Library of
Australia, Canberra
194 pages. Illustrated. Charts, maps,
an index and a bibliography.
Interesting to read in conjunction with Exploring the South Land
(previous page)
James Hardy Vaux's

1819 DICTIONARY of CRIMINAL SLANG
and other impolite terms as used by the
convicts of the British colonies of Australia
— with additional true stories,
remarkable facts & illustrations
by Simon Barnard (2019)
The Text Publishing Company, Melbourne
312 pages.
Convicts often used language to disguise their criminal activities
and intensions. This is an entertaining and interesting account
of that language and of the origins of many words which have
become part of Australian English today.
These books are available at Rolph's Nautical Gift and Book Shop
at the Maritime Museum of Tasmania
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Lighthouses

TREASURE ISLAND
by Robert Louis Stevenson (1883)
Available to read online

Who doesn't remember Jim Hawkins, Long John Silver and the
other characters in Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island?
This is only one of Stevenson's books, and Robert Louis is only
one of a remarkable family — the Lighthouse Stevensons.
'Whenever I smell salt water, I know that I am not far from one
of the works of my ancestors,' he wrote in 1880. 'When the lights
come out at sundown along the shores of Scotland, I am proud to
think they burn more brightly for the genius of my father!'
Imagine building a lighthouse on an almost inaccessible and
uninhabited islet. Four generations of the Stevenson family built
lighthouses around the rocky coast of Scotland in forbidding
conditions, which called for specialised skills and innovative feats
of engineering. Bella Bathurst's book The Lighthouse Stevensons
(2007) tells the story of their struggles and triumphs.
back to Contents Page
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THE LIGHTHOUSE STEVENSONS
The extraordinary story
of the building of the Scottish
Lighthouses by the ancestors
of Robert Louis Stevenson
by Bella Bathurst (2007)

Skerryvore lighthouse is a graceful structure and stands 138ft tall.
Completed by the Stevensons in 1842, it is built on a large skerry, 11
miles south-west of Tiree in the Hebrides. On this rock, with waves
washing over and where 'the gneiss could blunt a pick in three
blows', men prepared the ground base by hand in winds 'strong
enough to lift a man bodily off the rock'.
And Skerryvore is just one of the Stevenson family's achievements.
When you read Bella Bathurst's book, you can imagine being
there, or imagine being with lighthouse builders in the early days
of Tasmania where conditions were also challenging.

Summer
Reading
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CURRIE HARBOUR
KING ISLAND
Building the Currie Lighthouse
by Luke Agati
King Island Historical Society

Currie Lighthouse completed in early 1880 with builders, probably Johnstone & Co. employees.
Photo: King Island Museum Collection – AMSA 2281p
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The Hobart newspaper Colonial Times, 5 July 1855, announced:
The subject of a lighthouse on King’s Island, has been occupying the attention
of the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce. The frequent disasters to vessels ...
and the extensive shipping trade to [and from] the colonies [which pass King’s
Island] must render it a deep interest to ... Australia generally.

Six years after this extract appears, the first lighthouse on King Island
was erected at Cape Wickham, the most northern point of the island
in 1861. Built from local quarried stone the Cape Wickham Lighthouse
remains the tallest permanent maritime beacon in the southern
hemisphere. Regrettably however its position brought confusion to
navigators entering the Bass Strait during severe weather conditions.
Failing to distinguish the Cape Wickham Light from the Cape Otway
Lighthouse, a number of vessels were mistakenly steered south-east
to their doom toward the west coast of King Island. In fact between
1861 and 1875 a staggering 17 ships are known to have been wrecked
on King Island, 11 of which came to grief on the western coastline, an
area virtually littered with reefs of jagged peaks of basalt. Among
these wrecks during this fourteen year period, the deadliest was the
wreck of the British Admiral which occurred in 1874. This iron clipper,
on its maiden voyage from England to Melbourne carrying 88 souls
onboard, slammed into reefs about 4kms south of Currie Harbour –
sadly all except nine perished.
It was largely due to this disaster, and for this reason, that initiatives
to correct the ‘navigational mix-up’, reduce the death toll and loss
of property, was put into effect without delay thanks to the Victorian
Chamber of Commerce, the Shipowners’s Association and the
Underwriters Association of Victoria. After entreating the Victorian
Commissioner of Customs, plans to establish a new lighthouse on the
island’s west coast were sanctioned on the advice of the Admiralty
surveyor. The most suitable location for the erection of a second
lighthouse was at Currie Harbour. To reduce costs the acquisition for a
prefabricated iron structure, instead of stone, was chosen. An exact
copy of an iron lighthouse erected in 1868 at Sombrero Island in the
British territory of Anguilla was, economically, most advantageous.
Built by ‘Chance Brothers & Co. Lighthouse Engineers and Constructors’
(England) in 1877, the Currie Lighthouse was eventually shipped in
sections for re-assembly on the steamer Rosedale in January 1879.
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Currie Lighthouse during its assembly, probably at
the Chance Bros factory in England
Photo: King Island Museum Collection – AMSA 27i
below: View of Currie Harbour from the lighthouse
Photo: Luke Agati

Photographs and plans received by Rear-Admiral Barnard were
passed to the builders Johnstone & Co. Standing 150 feet above sea
level on the south end of Currie Harbour the new beacon emitted
five flashes every minute, while Cape Otway was distinguished by its
emission of one bright flash per minute. King Island’s second lighthouse
dramatically reduced the number of shipwrecks on the west coast
from 1880, the year the lighthouse was first lit. Currie Lighthouse proudly
stands as a living testimony to the island’s maritime history. It is listed
on the Tasmanian Heritage Register.
Named after Archibald Currie (1830–1914), a Melbourne shipping
businessman, Currie Harbour is a small and natural anchorage site,
which now serves the island's fishing and crayfish fleets. During the
island's early years of settlement the harbour was a thriving trading
post with coastal steamers conveying passengers and taking cattle,
horses and butter, as well as other local produce, to Tasmanian and
mainland markets. Today Currie Harbour is managed by Tasports.
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Monument to William Dalzell Nicholson who drowned on the wreck of the British
Admiral in 1874. The great loss of life from this wreck prompted the erection of Currie
Lighthouse. Nicholson was the son of the Victorian Premier and Mayor of Melbourne
William Nicholson. He was also Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce (1859-60)
Photo Luke Agati (2015) LA2015 RIMG0056

King Island Museum
In 1980, the former lighthouse-keeper's cottage (above) built in 1879, became available for use
by the King Island Historical Society (founded 1968).
Photo: Lisa Wood
King Island Museum
36 Lighthouse Street, Currie 7256
(03) 6462 1512
kimuseum7256@gmail.com
OPEN September – June daily 2–4pm
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Tasman Island
Lighthouse

Tasman Island lighthouse and oil store (elevation 276m)
Landing and haulage
Photos: Erika Shankley

Australia’s highest
operating light
by Erika Shankley
(2015)
... the person who had
suggested the construction
of a light on the top was not
altogether compos mentis.1

These comments, made
by wardens of Hobart’s
Marine Board, summed
up
their
feelings
regarding a proposal
to build a lighthouse on
Tasman Island.
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It was a wild and desolate-looking spot, high and very precipitous,
‘and if accessible at all, only at one point’ wrote surveyor James
Erskine Calder in 1848.2 With some trepidation, members of the
Hobart Marine Board viewed the same scene from the deck of
the SS Wakefield nearly 40 years later.
At its meeting in August 1885, the Consolidated Marine Board
discussed the pros and cons of building a light on Cape Pillar,
Hippolyte Rocks or Tasman Island. The proposal had been
approved by State Government and a site inspection carried
out by Marine Board warden, Captain HJ Stanley, and architect,
R Huckson. They managed to land near the northern point and
clamber up the cliffs which, they said, almost overhang on all
sides. Reaching the top they pushed through dense stunted
scrub, interspersed with ‘patches of bull oak and honeysuckle’
before finding a suitable site for a lighthouse near the southeastern end.3 Plans and estimates were prepared, with the sum
of £5000 being allocated by State Parliament.
A second visit was made in October 1886 when SS Warrentina
steamed through the narrow passage between the island and
Cape Pillar to identify the landing place and take bearings.
However, there was scathing criticism from some quarters and a
letter to the Examiner newspaper claimed that the ‘board knew as
much about selecting a site for a lighthouse as a cow did about a
concert ...’!4 In the end, the Board decided to build a lighthouse at
an equally remote and difficult location – Maatsuyker Island.
During the three months from February 1903, it was estimated that
more than 200,000 tons of shipping passed Cape Pillar together with
over 18,500 passengers. A lighthouse in this area was now imperative.
However, after Federation in 1901, the State Government was
reluctant to spend the money, given that the lighthouse service
would come under Commonwealth control in 1915. It wasn’t until
December 1903 that an Act was passed by Tasmanian Parliament,
authorising the construction of the lighthouse on Tasman Island
to begin. Members of the Marine Board travelled to the island in
January 1904 to again inspect the site. They landed with extreme
difficulty in a heavy surge. The Master Warden, Captain TM Fisher,
took ‘a header into the surf’ and Warden Herbert also got wet.5
Ropes were used to assist the group clamber up the cliffs before a
thorough examination of the site could be made.
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At the landing, 1927. The installation of the new crane just before it collapsed. Note there are two figures at
the top—possibly Groombridge and Patterson.
Photo: Alan McCullum Collection
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Tenders were finally called in July 1904 with contractors travelling
to the island on board SS Nubeena. However, a heavy sea was
running and some members of the party were unable to land. Those
who did so ‘were forcibly impressed by the natural difficulties to
be overcome in carrying out the contract.’6 The lowest quote of
£10,497/10/- from well-known Hobart contractors, Henrickson &
Knutson, was accepted.
Plans had been drawn up by the Board’s architects, Huckson and
Hutchison, together with an estimate of £11,870 for construction.
The 224 numbered cast-iron segments of the Chance Brothers
prefabricated tower and light apparatus, costing £8851, were
shipped out from England on SS Kaikoura, arriving on 3 June 1905.
Contractor, H Henrikson, together with twenty workmen, started
work on the island in October 1904. First to be built was a haulage
line utilising a gap in the cliffs which involved blasting in some
places. Then the landing stage, together with a lifting crane with a
60-foot radius, originally used in the construction of Hobart’s GPO,
had to be installed before work could begin. The curved cast-iron
plates, each weighing nearly 10 cwt (approx 500 kg), were hauled
up the steep 1:1 slope, each load taking eight hours to reach the
site of the lighthouse. The plates were then bolted together and
positioned on a concrete base. In the lantern room, the First Order
Fresnel catadioptric lens was specially tilted to allow for its high
location, 276 metres above the sea.
Clerk of Works, F Reynolds, used the first building to be erected
as his office. The timber building later served as quarters for relief
keepers. Three other more substantial brick cottages were built as
quarters for the Superintendent and two Assistant Keepers. George
Johnston, formerly keeper at Cape Wickham on King Island,
became Superintendent of the new light. With his Assistants—J
McGuire, who was transferred from the Swan Island, and E Davis,
from Macquarie leading lights—he had been on the island since
December 1905. Vegetable gardens had already been planted
by the time they officially took over operations from the Inspector
of Lighthouses, JR Meech, on 31 March 1906.
An opening ceremony on 2 April 1906, conducted by Master
Warden AR Risby, was followed by lunch, with the ‘dining table
being adorned with a large iced cake representing the lighthouse.’7
According to family sources it was Jessie, wife of Superintendent,
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George Johnston, who actually lit the light for the first time. The
official party was, by that time, on board the SS Mahinapua
steaming towards Adventure Bay where they noted, to their
satisfaction, that the light was clearly visible.
Life on Tasman Island could be harsh. In fact, Mrs Johnston was
heard to remark that it could be like ‘Siberia of the South’!8
The island was soon almost bare as a result of trees being cut
for firewood. In 1913, Superintendent W Kirkwood wrote that he
thought ‘the effects of denuding the island for a fuel supply’ was
perhaps the reason for severe storm damage at the lightstation.9
Much of the island was grazed by flocks of sheep and cattle; there
were also pigs and the lightstation horse, which pulled loads along
the track from the top of the haulage to the lighthouse. There were
no native animals on the island, other than seals, but evidence
was found of an earlier visit by Tasmania’s first inhabitants. In 1913
Superintendent Edward Nillsen wrote that a human skull had been
found that was ‘very ancient’.10 It was later forwarded to the
Tasmanian Museum.
Signal flags initially provided a tenuous link with the Tasmanian
mainland. When Edward Nillsen’s wife became ill in 1912, initial
signals to passing ships went unnoticed. Later pigeons were
introduced. However, the birds were so well fed that they were
often reluctant to leave the island! They proved their worth on 9
November 1915 when several were liberated after a lifeboat with
survivors from SS Nord, which had foundered nearby, arrived off
the haulage. The crew were later picked up by SS Breone and
taken to Hobart.
Lightkeeping was often a family affair. Leslie Babington Johnston,
son of Tasman Island’s first superintendent, started his career in the
lights at Goose Island in 1911. He was posted to Tasman Island
in 1917 and it was here that his wife, Stella, gave birth to their
daughter, Eileen, on 6 March 1920. After stints at Low Head and
Maatsuyker Island he returned to Tasman in 1929, and again in
1937, serving over 12 years on the island.
Commander CRW Brewis visited Tasman Island on 28 October
1911 as part of the inspection of all Australian lighthouses prior to
their management being taken over by the Commonwealth. ‘The
tower, optical apparatus and quarters,’ at Tasman Island he wrote,
‘are modern and in good condition.’ However, ‘the steam crane
Maritime Times Summer Reading 2019–2020 | 21

was old when erected and now admittedly dangerous.’11 It wasn’t
until 1927 that work started on erecting a replacement. Disaster
struck when it unexpectedly collapsed, throwing rigger, William
Groombridge into the water. His body was never recovered.
Orlando Patterson was luckier—he survived, dangling upside
down when his foot caught in some wire. However, it wasn’t until
two days later that a doctor arrived and Patterson was able to
be evacuated to hospital on board the steamer Cartela. The
accident precipitated the installation of a flying fox system which
came into operation in 1929. After years of hit and miss, wireless
communications were installed in 1930 and during the war years,
keepers were given special instruction in signals. Naval personnel
were also stationed on the island as coast watchers, living in the
relief keeper’s quarters.
A lightkeeper’s first duty was to keep the light burning from dusk
to dawn. In addition they needed to regularly polish the huge First
Order lens, which was over 2½ metres high. Modern-day health
and safety inspectors would cringe at log book entries which
indicated that the keepers were: ‘Employed at cleaning out the
Mercury bath [in which the lens rotated] & straining the Mercury’.12
Initially lit by vaporised kerosene, the light was converted to wind
power in 1975. The original Chance Brothers First Order lens and
lantern room were removed when the light was automated in 1976,
replaced by a smaller fibreglass structure with a modern sealedbeam light. The station was then demanned with keepers finally
leaving on 20 May 1977. Since then the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority and its contractor, Australian Maritime Systems Ltd, has
maintained and serviced the light, which was converted to solar
power in 1991. The original lantern room is undergoing restoration
by the Friends of Tasman Island while the original lens and its
clockwork mechanism may be seen on display at the Australian
National Maritime Museum in Sydney.
The historical importance of the Tasman Island Lighthouse and
its lightstation were recognised when they were placed on the
Register of the National Estate and the Tasmanian Heritage
Register in 1980, and in 2004, when the lighthouse was included
on the Commonwealth Heritage List. Visitors are able to see this
magnificent lighthouse when the Rotary Club of the Tasman
Peninsular conduct their annual helicopter trip to the island.13
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Tasman Island is now part of the Tasman National Park. Since 2006,
Friends of Tasman Island, a branch of Wildcare Inc—Tasmania’s
largest incorporated environmental volunteer organisation—have
worked in partnership with the Tasmanian Parks & Wildlife Service,
to conserve the lightstation buildings and preserve the island’s
natural environment.14 The island’s icon, the lighthouse, is the last
manned light to be built in Tasmania and a prominent landmark,
familiar to both land-based visitors and mariners, marking the final
turning point for the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race.
Australia’s highest operating lighthouse at Tasman Island celebrated
its 100th birthday in 2006 and in 2015 it was 100 years since the
Commonwealth Government took over lighthouse management
from the Australian States. Tasman Island Lighthouse is just one of
approximately 500 aids to navigation around Australia’s coastline
which are just as relevant today as they were 100 years ago. While
lightkeeping as a way of life has become a thing of the past,
lighthouses endure, transmitting their warning flash to mariners
each night, whatever the weather.
References & further reading
http://www.naa.gov.au/
trove.nla.gov.au/
www.linc.tas.gov.au/
www.seasidelights.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/tasmanislandhelicopter
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Coming in to land on Tasman Island. Photos: Erika Shankley
Karl Rowbottom, former lighthouse keeper at Tasman Island
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Tasmanian Archive and Heritage Office

Andrew Carnegie
and Library Boxes
for Lighthouses
ANDREW CARNEGIE (1835–1919) was born in Dunfermline, Scotland,
the son of a master weaver, and emigrated with his family to
America when aged thirteen. He later invested money and became
a wealthy philanthropist, funding library buildings around the world.
He also provided boxes of books for lighthouses.

Photo: Clement McGann
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A Carnegie Library Box
for Lighthouse Service in
the Baily Light Museum
in Howth, Dublin.
Photo: C McGann

left: The Baily Light,
Dublin Bay. Nearby is
the Baily Light private
museum in the former
training school for
lighthouse
keepers.

One of the many buildings that Andrew Carnegie funded was
the Tasmanian Public Library in Hobart (1907), now occupied
by the Maritime Museum of Tasmania (above), and home
to the Carnegie Gallery.
Photo: John Wadsley
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MAATSUYKER
THROUGH OUR EYES
Caretaking on Tasmania’s
wild and remote
Maatsuyker Island
by Paul Richardson and
Amanda Walker (2018)
Forty South Publishing, Hobart.
311 pages, hardback

REVIEW — On busy mornings, when you’re running late, the grey
faceless buildings of the city close in and everyone in southern
Tasmania is trying to get into the same car park, the craving for
solitude can be strong. Perhaps that solitude can be found in
the corner of a cafe, your back turned rigidly to the door. But
you’d probably still be dreaming of being alone somewhere
more remote, with scenery that demands to be looked at.
Somewhere like Maatsuyker Island perhaps.
For most of us, dreaming of Maatsuyker is as far as we’ll get, our
knowledge limited to photographs taken from passing boats. The
volunteer Friends of Maatsuyker Wildcare Group visit periodically
to care for the buildings and help with the island’s ‘management’,
as do Parks and Wildlife staff and their contractors. But for an
extended stay on the island you need to sign up for the volunteer
caretaker program. This book is about the experience of one
such couple, Paul Richardson and his partner Amanda Walker,
who stayed for six months over the winter of 2015. As professional
fishermen it wasn’t so much the solitude that they sought, but a
desire to get to know a place that was already familiar, but only
from a distance.
This book is an absorbing and beautiful telling of their story, with
Paul’s text lavishly illustrated by Amanda’s wonderful photographs.
As they say in their preface there are surprisingly few images taken
back to Contents Page
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on the island, and this book more than plugs that particular gap,
while the shots of weather rolling in across the ocean are stunning.
Paul covers all aspects of the experience, starting with the
excitement of having their application accepted. Just a short time
is available to organise six months of their lives into 39 plastic bins
weighing less than 750 kilos, with 190 daily meal plans (I struggle to
decide what to do for tea each day, let alone in six months time!).
In exchange for having the island pretty much to themselves
there is work to be done; cutting grass, repairing storm damage,
managing the veggie garden and polishing the lens and windows
at the top of the lantern tower. Amanda’s camera records all this,
as well as their exploration of the island and its buildings.
Amanda and Paul wanted to see the Southern Ocean 'in full flight'.
You know, '10 metre seas and 70 knot winds’. Spells of weather,
and the aftermath, are described almost reverentially, while the
camera captures the drama and majesty of weather at its rawest.
Bad weather brings extra work, checking buildings and equipment
and clearing fallen trees; all part of the experience and rewarded
by the ‘indulgence’ of a bottle of wine after the 1500 weather
observation.
The stay is not without drama; Paul describes how an unexpected
bout of pneumonia coincided with a lightning strike that
dramatically knocked out all power. The aftermath was a week
without power waiting for the weather to clear enough for staff to
come in to effect repairs and evacuate the casualty. Their isolation
was felt most keenly at this time, listening to dramatic reports of
their plight on their battery powered radio while there was little
else they could do but snuggle in their sleeping bags and play
scrabble by candlelight.
Paul and Amanda returned to the island to finish their stint without
hesitation, after all there was still lots to do – ‘never a dull day,
never a dull moment’ – even if the only human contact for weeks
is waving at passing abalone and cray boats.
The book is pleasingly designed and handsomely presented and
will delight anyone with an interest in the islands and oceans of
Tasmania and the people who make their lives here.
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Tugboats and Ships

HEROIC, FORCEFUL
AND FEARLESS:
Australia's Tugboat Heritage
by Randi Svensen (2011)
Published by Citrus Press
and ANMM.
Hard cover, 256 pages

A comprehensive record of tugboats in Australia and their
development through the different eras from manpower, steam
and diesel to the modern vessels.
‘It was an amazing experience to go out on tugs while researching
this book, which covers tugboats in all states of Australia. It was
commissioned by Stannard Marine and published with the support
of the Australian National Maritime Museum. The aim was to have
the story of tugboats in Australia on record — to raise awareness of
what the industry has achieved since 1831.’
—Randi Svensen, author of Heroic, Forceful and Fearless: Australia’s tugboat heritage

back to Contents Page
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Warrawee
at Newcastle 1986
Photo: Kingsley Barr

Warrawee
by Mike Trimble
In the seventies and eighties the tug game on the mainland had three
main players, Brambles, the Adelaide Steamship Company, and
Howard Smith with some small companies, like Stannard, assisting. With
the opening of Brotherson Dock in Botany Bay, the Adelaide Company
and Howard Smith merged all their tug operations outside of Victoria
(Howard Smith) and South Australia (the Adelaide Company).
For many years Tasmania was considered a retirement village for
tugs. Wear them down on the mainland, then sell to Tasmania where
they do little work, with plenty of time for service, maintenance and
restoration. However, the Tamar has seen more new tugs than most
Australian ports because they were once built in Launceston.
Tamar Steel Boats was building tugs for my employer, Waratah
Towage, when I joined in 1982. A big tug building campaign had
started in 1982 right around the country. Pilots and port authorities
expected omnidirectional tugs, and all tug owners were building new
tugs. Carrington Slipways, in Newcastle, built many. Others came
from Cairns and Fremantle. In this campaign, the Adelaide Steamship
Company built eight in Launceston in four years. Mostly for Waratah
Towage in N.S.W, a joint venture between the Adelaide Steamship
Company and Howard Smith. I did the builders trials on one and
delivered another to Adelaide on completion. So I had met Alan
Fogarty, the owner of Tamar steel boats.
Warrawee (1985) was the second last from Tamar, only Walana
followed. Warrawee was built especially for Newcastle, where I was
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working. She was the first flush deck 32m tug for Waratah. She is very
similar to Wilga, in Tasmania currently. Wilga was built in Fremantle.
I still consider Warrawee to be the best tugboat ever built for Waratah
and I knew her as my Dreamboat. We used her in Newcastle for about
15 years.
In about 2000 Alan Fogarty went on a caravan holiday to the
mainland. Somehow, in Newcastle, the gods guided him to the tug
base where Warrawee was about to leave to do some shipping. Alan
came down the gangway and up to the bridge where he said: "You
don't know me, but my name's Alan Fogarty". I interrupted and said
"Yes, I do, you built this tug".
For the next few minutes I raved about how good Warrawee was, still,
after 15 years, and he was thrilled that he had built her, and could
listen to my ravings.
Then we moved the caravan into the tug base for security, and we
went out to service a couple of shipping movements in the port. Thus
I had Alan Fogarty captive for a couple of hours. He gave me a short
history of the tugs built by Tamar Steel Boats and, after a couple of
decades, I shall give you what I remember of it.
Alan Fogarty had been building boats, mostly steel fishing boats, for
some time, when the port of Launceston found the funding to build
a tug to service the Tamar in the early seventies. The Harbourmaster
mentioned this in the port, and he urged Alan to find a partner with
tug experience so he could quote the job and get the shipbuilding
subsidy. Alan found a partner in Stannard Bros. Their head office is
in Sydney and they are still tug operators in N.S.W., South Australia
and Northern Territory. Theirs was the lowest quote and Tamar Steel
Boats was commissioned to build their first tug. Half way through the
building Alan bought Stannard out of the business. Yorktown (1972)
was built by Tamar Steel Boats for a price under $400,000. On time
and on price. She was twin screw, fixed nozzle with two rudders.
The next Tamar built tug was Nelia (1974) for Marine Plant Holdings,
a joint venture, in North Queensland between Stannard and the
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Adelaide Steamship Company. Twin screw, steerable nozzles, Nelia
worked Mackay for many years.
Waratah Towage, then a wholly owned subsidiary of the Adelaide
Steamship Company was a big player in Sydney and Newcastle
tugs. For many years the company was managed by Mr. Granville
(Granny) Wray. In the mid seventies they commissioned naval
architects to design two new tugboats for Sydney. They were not
omnidirectional. They had twin screws, fixed nozzles, and six rudders
operated by what was patented as the Towmaster system.
Tamar Steel Boats won the building contract. The first boat was built
to the specifications and named Wangaree. The naval architects
decide what trials should be completed before hand over to the
owners. She passed all the trials until the last. Someone thought she
should be able to be steered while manoeuvring astern at over 6
knots. Alan Fogarty advised them that this operation would probably
break every one of the six rudder controllers. The naval architects
insisted, and the manoeuvre was attenpted. Alan Fogarty was right.
The naval architects maintained their specification for the steering
gear had not been put into the tug. Tamar Steel Boats maintained
that the specification was complied with. The tug was taken back to
the yard. She was in dispute.
Granny Wray told Alan Fogarty that penalty payments would be
charged if delivery was late.
Just then, a tanker ran aground near the Tamar entrance. A rock
had holed the hull and petrol was leaking on the river. Only small
tugs were available to assist. A large tug, Wangaree, was up at the
yard. The Harbourmaster came to Tamar Steel Boats and enquired
about commandeering the tug. Alan Fogarty told him that she was
broken. The Harbourmaster asked if she could be fixed. Overnight
two of the six rudders were repaired and she went downstream next
day. There were some problems due to her being new. She had no
fenders, so touching the tanker meant metal to metal contact and
sparks were produced in a flammable atmosphere because of the
spilt cargo. This was fixed by playing fire hoses on the contact area.
The operation was a success, the tanker had been refloated. The tug
returned upstream, still in dispute.
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The next day Alan Fogarty and the naval architects were summonsed
to a meeting of all parties in the Waratah Sydney office in Pitt Street.
Granny Wray asked the naval architects if they were happy every
trial had passed except the last. Yes they were. Granny then said he
had asked his Masters if this manoeuvre was ever likely to be needed.
Never, was their answer. That manoeuvre was removed from the trial
document and the naval architects signed that the trials had been
completed. Granny asked the naval architects to leave and he and
Alan Fogarty celebrated. Granny was known to celebrate with a
large Scotch at any time. Alan, I am told, was teetotal.
Granny had seen the tanker refloated on television and was so
happy to see the Waratah involvement that he renounced his threat
of late delivery fees. Granny also told Alan that Waratah would have
charged $15,000 for a big job like that.
Alan went back to Launceston and, soon after, the ship's insurer
asked for his bill. Alan asked for fifteen thousand. A little later the
insurer paid him thirty thousand dollars and Alan never asked why it
was twice the bill, but it went into the bank.
Wangaree was repaired and delivered (1976), her sister, Warringa
was delivered in 1977.
In the early eighties a Syncrolift was added to the port infrastructure
and Tamar Steel Boats moved to the block next door.
In 1982 the great omnidirectional tug building campaign began.
Almost all were designed by Barnes and Fleck. Howard Smith and
Brambles built tugs in Newcastle at Carrington Slipways. The Adelaide
Steamship Company built eight of them in Launceston. Six were for
Waratah Towage in NSW and two for Rich and Smith in Adelaide.
The first of these was Warang (1982), then followed Warrilla, Tusker,
Woona, Wonga and Tarpan. They were all 32m high forecastle tugs
with a salvage capability. Then Warrawee and Walana (1986), both
with the same 32m hull below the water, but flush decked with a
much reduced salvage capacity. All eight had 6 cylinder Daihatsu
engines and Niigata Z drive propulsion.
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Where are they now?
Yorktown (1972): after years working on the north coast of Tasmania, and
Hobart, she was seen in 2019 working in Darwin.
Nelia (1974): worked Mackay until she went to Fiji in 2002, still there.
Wangaree (1976): renamed Kioloa and sold to Wallace tugs Port Kembla.
Unknown this century. Probably sold.
Warringa (1977): worked Sydney for years. Assisted with the pipe and cable
across Bass Strait this century, and was sometimes seen sheltering from Bass
Strait breezes at Beauty Point, almost back to birthplace. Probably sold.
Warang (1982): worked Sydney and Newcastle then Port Hedland 1985.
Sold to Italy.
Warrilla (1983): worked Sydney and Newcastle then Port Hedland 1985.
Sold to Italy.
Tusker (1983): worked South Australia then Geelong, now at Mourilyan.
Wonga (1984): worked NSW, now in Port Pirie.
Woona (1984): Worked NSW, moved to Koolan Island, Yampi Sound.
Now in Mourilyan with Tusker.
Tarpan (1984): worked South Australia, based in Whyalla currently.
Warrawee (1985): worked Newcastle. About 2005 sold to Stannards Coastal
Tug and Barge. Renamed Marrakai, worked Darwin. Currently at Koolan
Island, Yampi Sound.
Walana (1985): worked NSW, renamed Walan to avoid confusion with
Willara. Now in Port Pirie.

Alan Fogarty sold the business in 1989 and died after about 20 years
retirement.
I thank Peter Fogarty for his help with fact and date.

Summer Reading
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EREBUS
The Story of a Ship
by Michael Palin (2018)
Hutchinson, London
xiv, 334 pages,
illustrations and maps

REVIEW — In 2014 Canadian archaeologists announced the
discovery of what they believed to be the wreck of Erebus, lost with
Terror, on Sir John Franklin's ultimately futile attempt to discover a
North West Passage.
Michael Palin has written a biography of the ship, from its launch
at Pembroke Dock in 1826, through its early Royal Navy service in
the Mediterranean, its two great polar voyages, first south to the
Antarctic and then its final voyage north to the Arctic, completing
the tale with its recent 'sort of resurrection' after nearly 170 years
on the seabed.
Palin follows these voyages as literally as he can, and describes,
in a lively and entertaining style, the lives of those aboard and
something of the lives of people encountered along the way.
The 1841 and 1842 voyages to the Antarctic that brought the ship
to Hobart are described in as much detail as the more famous,
final, Arctic voyage, making the book of particular interest to
Tasmanian readers.
back to Contents Page
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Circus at Sea

by Leaver Cross

Some years ago I was Second Officer on a cargo ship. Two days
before Christmas, we were loading general cargo in Antwerp for
Buenos Aires. As we were covering up the after hatches, the Chief
Officer informed me that we were taking with us a circus, which had
been touring Europe and was going for an extended tour in South
America and the United States.
The first of the cages arrived; the fun started. It was a cage of monkeys,
accompanied by the Bearded Lady. As we were slinging the cage on
board this Lady tried to take charge, so I just stood by to see what would
happen. While lowering the cage on to the deck, the stevedores,
out for a bit of fun, suddenly swung it towards her Ladyship. In trying
to save herself, she accidentally caught hold of the bolt which kept
the door closed. Ten very agile and angry monkeys were let loose on
deck to the consternation of all hands, and the everlasting undoing
of that Bearded Lady, so far as Antwerp’s dockside was concerned.
Jumping from the cage, one monkey became entangled with her
nice long flowing beard, and in a moment had scampered with it to
the top of the mainmast. The remarks of the 'Lady' left no doubt as
to her sex or the distance she was born from 'the sound of Bow Bells'.
After nearly two hours of hot pursuit, all monkeys were recaptured
and safely restored to their cage. I was then allowed to finish the
loading without further interruptions.
The last two cages contained tigers, and the showman informed
me that one called Jess was very tame and playful and liked to be
patted; but the other had not been in captivity long, and was very
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dangerous. He asked me to see that the crew was kept well clear of
the cage; he did not want a repetition of the monkey incident, which
might not only ruin his show, but end in tragedy as well.
In due course we proceeded to sea without any further incidents.
Christmas Day was fine and clear. The Captain and I were sitting on
the after hatch, on which the animals were stowed, talking about
strange cargoes which he had carried in his long and varied career.
Suddenly, to our horror, we saw the door of the tiger’s cage open
and out strode his lordship with a ferocious growl. We did not stand
on the order of our going – we went. The Captain’s door was the only
one open, the old man decided he would retire to his cabin, and I
accepted the unspoken invitation to go with him. Unfortunately for
us, we were both extra outsize in build, and, having the same turn of
speed, we made a dead heat of it to the door.
Now, if you have been aboard a tramp steamer, you will have noticed
that the cabin doors are not very wide at the best of times, so, when
about thirty-eight stone tries to rush through, the obvious will happen;
and it did – we stuck. As we struggled to release ourselves, up came
the tiger. Evidently thinking this a new game, he jumped over our
backs into the cabin. Strangely, we had no further desire to enter
that cabin. After a few more grunts and heaves, we broke adrift and
made for the mainmast like the monkeys. After reaching the top, we
took stock of our position, and expressed the fervent hope that tigers
could not climb masts.
The Third Officer, who was on watch on the bridge, came to the after
end to learn the reason for the rather unorthodox movements of the
Master and Second Officer. On being enlightened, and ordered to
take steps for its recapture, he took steps all right – long ones, straight
into the wheel house, and shut himself in with the helmsman. Next
to appear was the showman, and, when he was informed of the
situation, another hurried disappearance was registered.
Meanwhile the tiger, on entering the cabin, found that it was already
occupied by the steward who was cleaning it out and making up the
bunk. Catching sight of the visitor, and deciding that he did not wish
to become closer acquainted, the steward dived head first into the
bunk, pulled the bedclothes over his head, and hoped for the best.
The tiger, finding himself in complete control of the situation, set about
making a tour of inspection. He came to a small open cupboard
which contained the ship’s medical comforts. Amongst them was a
full bottle of whisky. Knocking this over by accident — or intent — he
decided to try this new beverage and, finding it to his liking, finished
the lot. He then sampled a bottle of wine, but did not drink much of it.
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He next ate all the Captain’s chocolates, about six two-pound boxes,
and a large plug of tobacco. This, like the wine, was not to his taste.
He then decided that it was high time he went.
The next thing we saw was a very dejected looking tiger trying to find
his way home, but neither of us felt inclined to show him the way. In
due course he arrived looking very much the worse for his dissipation,
entered the cage, and lay down to sleep it off.
After a short time, I very carefully slid down the mast’s back stay,
dropped onto the top of his cage, and quickly shut and bolted the
door.

After this, the ship suddenly became alive again. Everybody
started talking at once, saying what we should have done,
when suddenly along came the circus owner with the remark:
'It’s all right boys, it was only old Jess.'
The article 'Circus at Sea' by Leaver Cross, Snr, was most likely written when he was Second
Officer in the Australian Commonwealth Line's Barambah in the 1920s.
—from the MMT Document Collection
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more books in our shop
OFFICER OF THE DECK
A Memoir of the Pacific War
and the Sea
by Herbert Kriloff
Commander US Navy (Ret.)
Life at sea in the 1930s and 1940s, and
a personal story after surviving the
bombing of Darwin in 1942.
This book has been out of print.
This is a new edition.

FROM FELON TO FREEDOM
An historical novel of colonial
Van Diemen's Land
by Walter B. Pridmore
From Felon to Freedom traces the lives
of the men and women who, with great
trepidation, landed on an unknown,
alien shore and, through fortitude and
courage, forged a new country.

Books available at Rolph's Nautical Gift and Book Shop
at the Maritime Museum of Tasmania

Shipboard Reading
back to Contents Page
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SPIRITED, SKILLED and DETERMINED
The boat and ship builders of Battery Point
1835–1935
by Nicole Mays (2014)

In 2014, Nicole Mays published Spirited,
Skilled and Determined: The Boat and
Ship Builders of Battery Point 1835–
1935. That book has proved to be an
invaluable research tool in the Maritime
Museum’s library, and in many other
libraries, and has spawned an active
Facebook discussion group. It details
the lives and work of about 30 builders—
from William Williamson establishing his
yard in 1835 at the bottom of Finlay
Street, near the Maritime Museum’s
former home at Secheron House, to
Percy Coverdale purchasing the former
Lucas/Inches yard off Napoleon Street
in 1918, and continuing work there well
beyond the scope of this book.
Nicole followed up with a second
volume:
Industrious,
Innovative,
Altruistic: The 20th Century Boat Builders
of Battery Point (2017). Taking the same
format as the first publication, this book’s
chapters explore individual builders or
yards, detailing their work and output.
It's lavishly illustrated with photographs
from a variety of sources, and the index
allows searches by boat, person or
place. It's as popular and as useful as its
predecessor.
INDUSTRIOUS, INNOVATIVE and ALTRUISTIC
The 20th Century Boat Builders of Battery Point
by Nicole Mays (2017)
Navarine Publishing, 366 pages and map
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Antarctica

RSV Aurora Australis in Hobart

Photo: A. Lucas

RSV Aurora Australis
Antarctic research and supply vessel
It has been a highly recognizable feature of the Hobart docks with its
bright orange-red paintwork — a ship sometimes dwarfed by the huge
cruise liners. We see this ship come into port and we see it sail down
the River Derwent toward the open sea. We know it goes south, taking
Australian Antarctic Division (AAD) personnel, scientists, medical staff,
tradesmen, journalists, photographers and others.
We can read about it on AAD's website, or view it when Open Days
are scheduled. Such a glimpse is very interesting, but visitors are
necessarily restricted, and the buzz of activity is not there. Personnel
have disembarked, equipment has gone for servicing, and laboratories
have been cleared. The ship is being prepared for the next trip.
What is its brief? Where does it go? What happens onboard? What
equipment does it carry? What supplies are transported to Antarctica
and what comes back? How are scientific samples, especially ice
cores, handled? There were lots of questions to ask, and Captain
Murray Doyle, master (now retired) of RSV Aurora Australis, supplied
answers.
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Physical specifications and features
Aurora Australis, which sails under the P&O flag, was named after
the atmospheric light displays in southern skies. It was built in
Newcastle, NSW, and launched in 1989. Its length is 94.9 metres,
its beam 20.3 metres, its gross tonnage 6574, 3911. It regularly
copes with the wind and waves of the Southern Ocean, where
wind can reach 150 km/hour and waves can be 10 metres high.
Its cruising speed is 13 knots with a maximum of 16. It can break
through ice up to 1.23 metres thick. To force a passage, the ship’s
ice-strengthened rounded hull can mount the sea ice, its weight,
especially when fully-loaded, can crush and crack that ice, the
knife edge of the hull can cut through ice slabs, then the broken
ice is dispersed; but it has on occasion met its match and has
been icebound for several days before making its way clear.
The ship has a heliport and hangar space for up to four
helicopters (AS350 B3 Squirrels); it carries a jet barge to transport
20 foot containers from ship to shore, and all-terrain vessels,
LARCs. Holds have a capacity greater than 3800 cubic metres;
the deck provides additional container space with cranes.
Sonar equipment, echo sounders, etc. determine depth, assess
the ocean’s floor, log other bathymetric data, and detect the
presence of marine animals. Trawl nets with winches facilitate
biological sampling for marine studies, and onboard laboratories
are available for scientific work.
One of the many interesting scientific projects for which Aurora
Australis provides specialised support is the extraction and
relocation of ice cores from Antarctica to the Institute of Marine
and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) on the Hobart waterfront. A
refrigerated container carried two tonnes of ice core sections,
which had been drilled 500 km inland from Casey station. These
sections will be analysed for particles, atmospheric gases and
chemicals trapped in snow and compacted in the ice, providing
information about the climate over the past 2000 years (Australian
Antarctic Magazine 2014. No 26, pp 2–3).
Satellite communications ensure that personnel are in touch with
home base or with global contacts. Accommodation is provided
for 24 crew and 116 passengers. Web cams share the ship’s
location with the world.
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Ship’s Operations
Antarctic conditions allow only a short window of access to its
shoreline during the southern summer. At other times, the sea ice
freezes significantly extending its range and consequently increasing
the overall distance from open water to the bases. As a supply vessel,
Aurora Australis calls at the Australian Antarctic bases of Mawson, Casey
and Davis, as well as Macquarie Island. As a research vessel, purposebuilt for oceanographic work, marine science and meteorological
observations, it engages in these operations while at sea.
It has detoured to go to the rescue of icebound ships, notably in
December 2013, when in a joint operation with the Chinese research
vessel Xuě Lóng and the French icebreaker L’Astrolabe, passengers
from the trapped Akademik Shokalskiy were transferred to Aurora
Australis and brought to Hobart, after completion of essential supply
operations at Casey station.

When not supplying Antarctic bases, Aurora Australis has been chartered
for other work.
In 2001, the vessel spent the off season in the Philippines as an
accommodation vessel for the Malampaya Gas Platform Project.
In 2002, it provided support for divers clearing a blockage in the
Tasmanian Gas Pipeline in Bass Strait.
In 2003 and 2004, under charter to Australian Customs, it engaged in fishery
patrols to protect fishers around Heard Island and in the Southern Ocean.
In 2004, under charter to engineering firm Clough, it provided support
for the Yolla Gas Field project in Bass Strait.
In 2006, the vessel was chartered to Coogee Resources as
accommodation support for the shutdown and refurbishment of the
Floating Production Platform Challis Venture. The vessel sailed to Darwin
to load materials and personnel to take to Challis Venture positioned in
the Timor Sea. After transferring the materials by crane, Aurora Australis
stood by as accommodation support for the workforce.
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Helicopter operations off Mawson Base

Ice-encrusted containers and cranes on deck
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Life on board
There’s a cafeteria restaurant, a gym and sauna, recreation space,
library, music and video theatre, lecture theatre and conference
rooms. There’s also a two-bed hospital and an operating theatre.
Passengers who travelled south on the ship recalled the excitement of
disembarking in Antarctica. They had to jump from a ladder hanging
over the side of the ship into a zodiac, which was moving up and
down with the swell. They had to jump backwards and trust others to
tell them when the timing was right. They also remembered fabulous
food and an abundance of it, including a bottomless cookie jar. Yes,
the ship rolled around, people were seasick and everything that was
not secured moved around alarmingly, but they mostly remembered
the friendliness, and the team spirit. There were lectures to attend,
and chores to be done, like helping in the galley peeling potatoes.

Retirement
More information about Aurora Australis is at the Australian Antarctic
Division’s website http://www.antarctica.gov.au/living-and-working/
travel-and-logistics/ships/aurora-australis
There's also a fascinating video of the aurora australis lights
http://www.antarctica.gov.au/about-antarctica/environment/
atmosphere/aurora
This robust ship has made many trips to Antarctica since
1989, but after more than 25 years of hard work, Aurora
Australis is facing retirement. It will be replaced by RSV Nuyina.
http://www.antarctica.gov.au/icebreaker

The above article was written for Maritime Times of Tasmania
in 2015. A new book Through Ice and Fire (2019) by Sarah
Laverick (next page) offers more insights and updates.
back to Contents Page
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THROUGH ICE AND FIRE

The Adventures, Science and People
behind Australia's Famous Icebreaker
Aurora Australis

by Sarah Laverick (2019)
Published by Pan Macmillan (Aust.)
348 pages
REVIEW — The author is in a unique
position to write about the Australianbuilt Antarctic research and supply
vessel Aurora Australis: as a researcher
she travelled on the ship; she developed
an extendable network of contacts
from which she could draw first-hand
accounts; and she met her husband,
whose family built the ship, onboard.
An informative chapter on the design process and shipbuilding reveals
the problems that the family experienced during the construction period
and the eventual triumphant launch. The focus then shifts to narration
of selected dramatic incidents and of the reliable personnel involved
when researchers and all aboard must maintain faith in the people
responsible for the ship’s operations.
Laverick notes that ‘many of the dramatic events described herein were
the exception rather than the rule’, and also acknowledges the ‘quiet,
routine accomplishments’ of meeting targets and solving less dramatic
problems en route to and in Antarctic seas. RSV Aurora Australis holds an
important place in Australia’s Antarctic history. For three decades the ship
itself has been a workplace as well as a vehicle to and from workplaces,
transporting people with equipment and supplies. Understandably most
of those who have spent time aboard will feel an attachment to the
ship. Through Ice and Fire will have popular appeal for many members
of the Aurora Australis ‘club’ and for others who might enjoy insights into
events they have been made aware of through media reports. It is an
enjoyable read, but it's not a complete history of the ship’s 30 years of
service; it would be unfair to expect any author to fit that into 350 pages.
There is a tabled summary of Antarctic programs and off-season
voyages, and there are black and white illustrations throughout the
text with a section of colour plates. Also included are general plans
of Aurora Australis, a glossary of terms, references and an index.
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ICE IN THE RIGGING
Ships of the Antarctic
1699–1937
by EA (Ted) Mitchener

Published by the Maritime
Museum of Tasmania, Hobart
(2015)
Hardcover with dust jacket.
Pages xxii + 354
REVIEW — This is much more than a list of ships. At first glance, it
might appear to be a detailed reference book, but take the time
to read through the Introduction and you will be rewarded with
insights into the author’s journey from trainee shipwright with the
Royal Navy to leader of Davis station with the Australian Antarctic
Division, and how his book developed over many years.
His experiences included: helping to build a weather station
on the sub-Antarctic Campbell Island in the International
Geophysical Year (1957–58); working on the wooden sailing
vessel New Endeavour along the east coast of Australia, and
involvement with the restoration, in Sweden, of tall ship Eye of
the Wind. In Antarctic libraries he found an extensive range of
reading material with details of Antarctic ships, but he felt there
was a gap in the literature. There was little, he wrote, ‘highlighting
the improvements in maritime technology that changed human
contact with Antarctica from one of high risk and happenstance
to one of modern industrial and scientific efficiency’. Gradually,
when on leave from his work, he collated information, photographs,
plans and maps to include in this book; travelled to archives in
many countries; and wrote with authority, and with first-hand
experience, of ships and the Southern Ocean.
The content of this book focuses on sailing ships and ships with
auxiliary power, and includes the vessels of British, European,
Scandinavian, Russian, American, Asian, Australian and New
Zealand expeditions—exploratory, scientific and commercial
back to Contents Page
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ventures—from the pink-hulled Paramour (1699) to the British
Graham Land Expedition’s Penola (1937). ‘Pink-hulled’ and other
terms, which may be unfamiliar, are explained in the glossary of
maritime terms. The early ships, the Empire builders, the ships of
science, the whalers and sealers, those whose men were focused
on reaching the South Pole, those of patriots and adventurers,
are all represented. An illustrated summary of each ship’s history
is given, with references to the ship’s log and personal diaries,
when available, and with a concise table of its type, tonnage,
dimensions, builder, engine (if applicable), owners and the
ship’s fate. This detail, whether the ship ended its days in glory, in
wreckage or in other circumstances, can be surprising and reveals
the longevity—or limitations—of the vessel.
I thought of ships I expected to be included, to see if they
were—and they were. Even Endeavour, the Government
fishing trawler, which made only one sub-Antarctic voyage to
Macquarie Island and disappeared without trace in 1914, was
mentioned. In the Epilogue, the author noted that much larger
ships also mysteriously disappeared and pointed out that, after
Penola’s return from Graham Land, the introduction of aircraftcarrying ships and icebreakers in the late 1930s and the 1940s
signalled the end of an era in Antarctic shipping.
Ice in the Rigging is a well-researched and beautifully-presented
book of stories and references. Entries for individual ships are
arranged in a roughly-chronological order, there’s a bibliography,
and separate indices for ships and aircraft, for people and for
places. There are appendices of maps showing the tracks of
ships, a gazetteer of places real and imagined, glossaries of
maritime and ice terminology, whaling statistics, and interesting
notes, written by a master shipwright, of the refitting of Erebus at
Chatham dockyard in 1839. It is a book to dip into, or to savour
at length, and is dedicated to an acknowledged master of ice
navigation, Captain John King Davis.
Ted Mitchener died in 2014, while his book was being edited.
It was completed by his ‘publishing committee’, as he called
them, and they have maintained his style. He wrote in the
language of a mariner, sure of his subject, communicating with
fellow-mariners and with maritime and Antarctic enthusiasts, in
a very readable book. It is a book of which he could be proud.
It will take its place on shelves among other important resources
for researchers of Antarctic and maritime history and, just as
importantly, it is a book to enjoy.
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Matthew Flinders and Trim
Image of Flinders supplied by
the State Library of Victoria

Matthew Flinders' incarceration on Île de France
An unhappy time
in the life of the great English navigator and hydrographer
by Colin Denny
My visit to Mauritius in 2016 would have been incomplete if I had been
unable to visit the Matthew Flinders memorial. The monument in the
south of the island once known as Île de France had been unveiled
by the Earl of Wessex to commemorate the bicentenary of the arrival
of Captain Matthew Flinders RN in 1803.
Our affable driver and guide Soobi was unable to remember the
monument’s location and had to be reminded. I read to him from my
guidebook:
The Coastline between Baie du Cap and the stunning Le Morne
Peninsula is some of the most beautiful in the country and blissfully
free of development. The only sights are a couple of low-key
monuments. The first is the Trevassa Monument … the second is
the Matthew Flinders monument, which stands on the shore 500m
west of Baie du Cap. It was erected in 2003 to honour the 200th
anniversary of the arrival of Matthew Flinders, an English navigator
and cartographer. He was less warmly received at the time; the
poor bloke didn’t know that England and France were at war
and he was swiftly imprisoned for six years.
Matthew Flinders was born in 1774 in Lincolnshire, England and enlisted
in the Royal Navy when 15 years old. His voyaging began when he
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The volcanic topography of Mauritius. The high mountain is Le Piton de la Petite Rivière Noire
Photo: Colin Denny

joined Captain William Bligh in 1791 aboard HMS Providence for Bligh’s
second breadfruit expedition. It was Flinders’ introduction to the South
Seas. In 1795 Flinders’ made his first voyage to New South Wales as a
midshipman aboard HMS Reliance. The vessel called at Cape Town
to load supplies for the hungry settlers in Port Jackson and while in
port Flinders took his lieutenants examinations. He also acquired his
affectionate cat Trim who became the first cat to circumnavigate
the globe and Flinders’ constant companion for some years until lost
while on Île de France.
During the voyage to Port Jackson he established himself as
a fine navigator and cartographer, and befriended the ship’s
surgeon George Bass, another enthusiastic explorer. Not long after
their arrival Bass and Flinders were to make their remarkable coastal
voyages in the tiny Tom Thumb and Tom Thumb II.
While in Port Jackson Flinders was given command of the Norfolk
Island built colonial sloop Norfolk. He sailed the Norfolk through Bass
Strait and circumnavigated Van Diemens Land thereby proving the
existence of the passage between Tasmania and mainland Australia
that enabled savings of several days on the passage from England.
On returning to England Flinders was given command of HMS
Investigator in 1801 and promoted to commander for an exploratory
voyage to Terra Australis. In April 1801, while fitting out the 344-gun
sloop for the expedition to chart the coastline of New Holland, Flinders
married his long-time friend Ann Chappelle. Flinders had previously
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named Mount Chappell(e) Island in the Furneaux Group for his
wife-to-be. Ann joined the ship’s company aboard the Investigator
because Flinders planned to take her with him on the voyage. But the
Admiralty had strict rules against wives accompanying captains and
heard of his plans to ignore their rules. Flinders was severely chastised
and Ann was removed from the ship. As a result, she would not see
her husband again for nine years until he returned from incarceration
on Île de France.
The success of Flinders’ 18-month long voyage on Investigator to
chart the long and treacherous coast of Terra Australis is well known.
During the voyage he came upon French explorer Nicolas Baudin of
Le Géographe on the south coast at what he named Encounter Bay.
Their friendly meeting gave no hint of his later trouble with the French.
On Flinders’ return to Sydney in June 1803 the Investigator was deemed
unseaworthy and condemned. There were no suitable vessels
available to continue his exploration so he joined HMS Porpoise as
a passenger to return England. One week into the voyage Porpoise
and the accompanying fully-rigged cargo ship Cato foundered at
night on an unknown coral reef. The survivors, including Flinders and
his cat Trim, managed to reach the safety of a sandbank.
Some days were spent salvaging whatever could be recovered and
then Flinders took 13 men in the largest cutter and sailed the 700
hazardous miles back to Sydney to arrange rescue of the remaining
stranded sailors. Flinders’ great feat of seamanship resulted in the
recovery of all the survivors of the disaster at what is now known as
Wreck Reef.
In Sydney, Flinders took command of the 29-ton schooner HMS
Cumberland for his return voyage to England. The small vessel was in
poor condition and was forced to put into Île de France in December
1803 just three months after his acquaintance Nicolas Baudin had died
on the island. Flinders hoped that the French passport issued to him for
his scientific pursuits with Investigator would allow him free passage.
However, war with France had broken out again the previous May
so the French Governor-General Charles Decaen was suspicious and
detained Flinders.
For the first few months Flinders remained confined to prison. Eventually
he was given more freedom and access to his papers. He began to
write up his journals and in November 1804 he sent his first map of
the New Holland landmass he had charted back to England with the
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A beach on Mauritius thought to be near where Flinders landed

Photo: Colin Denny

Chateau Labourdonnais, an early 19th-century Mauritian plantation house. Photo: Colin Denny
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name AUSTRALIA in capitals. Flinders may not have been the first to
use the term Australia for Terra Australis but he encouraged its use and
is considered responsible for giving our continent its name. In spite of
being unable to return to England, Flinders had enough freedom to
take on other interests. He taught a group of children mathematics,
had an interest in a plantation, played the flute and kept himself
interested and busy reading and writing. Regrettably, his beloved
cat went missing whilst in the care of a French lady and was never
seen again. Flinders mourned the loss and some years later after his
release and return to England he wrote of Trim, 'the most affectionate
of friends, faithful of servants, and best of creatures'.
Flinders eventually arrived back in England to be reunited with his wife
Ann in October 1810 and in April 1812 their only child, a daughter Anne,
was born. Despite his poor health Flinders had continued working hard
preparing his book A Voyage to Terra Australis and his atlas of maps
for publication. On completion the final proofs were delivered to him
on his deathbed but he was unconscious. The book was published on
18 July 1814 but Flinders did not regain consciousness and died the
next day at the age of just 40.

In Mauritius, my personal search for the Matthew Flinders monument
ended when our guide Soobi turned west at the village of Baie du Cap
where we sighted the bronze memorial looking somewhat neglected
amongst the casuarinas and coconut palms on a lonely headland.
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Flinders is depicted with his charts and Trim is on the window
sill with the constellation Crux, the Southern Cross, visible in the
background. Unfortunately, vandals appear to have detached
the star Acrux from the constellation and the memorial plaque
Photos: © Colin Denny 2016
has become almost unreadable.
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The almost unreadable memorial plaque states:
‘Matthew Flinders left Britain in 1801 on a scientific voyage
of discovery to New Holland (Australia). Returning home
in 1803 he reached Baie du Cap, Île de France on 15
December. Detained by Governor-General Decaen he
was released in June 1810. He was first to chart previously
unmapped coastlines and invented a navigational
aid known as Flinders Bars. His book A Voyage to Terra
Australis which gave the Australian continent its name was
published in 1814, the day before he died.’

My Flinders quest was over and memories welled up of
the short and challenging life of the great English explorer,
navigator and hydrographer.

London's Euston Railway Station was constructed in the
1840s on the site of the cemetery of St James Church,
Piccadilly. When land was excavated for extensions to the
station in 2019, archaeologists found a coffin with a lead
plate identifying it as Matthew Flinders'. His remains will be
returned to his hometown, Donington in Lincolnshire, and
reinterred in the graveyard of the parish church. There is a
memorial statue of Flinders and Trim at Euston Station.
back to Contents Page
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A Trim Centenarian
by Russell Kenery

SS Rosny with lifeboat on upper deck
Photo: MMT Collection

SS Rosny’s lifeboat with a new lease of life as Trim

Photo: Andrew Kopp

This sturdy little craft led a fortunate life, spending its first half-century
criss-crossing Tasmania’s River Derwent and Melbourne’s Hobsons Bay
but rarely getting wet. As a lifeboat it sat under canvas on the deck
of the steam ferry SS Rosny, before a troop of Sea Scouts launched it
into a new career as a training vessel.
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Historic workboats are an endangered species, but this Tasmanian
managed to remain remarkably intact for 100 years. The current owners
purchased it in 2012 and, as enthusiasts who appreciate the heritage
and elegance of classic boats, undertook a complete overhaul. It
has now been christened Trim in honour of Pacific navigator Matthew
Flinders’ cat of that name, which survived the first circumnavigation
of Australia and the sinking of Porpoise on Wrecks Reef.

The history
Corroboration of Trim’s origins came when photographs in the Maritime
Museum of Tasmania’s file on SS Rosny verified the proportions, lines,
strakes and distinctive roundels on the bows of its two lifeboats. Trim
is the only substantial item remaining from the ferry, which was an
important vessel for the River Derwent and the development of
Hobart’s suburbs.
The 110ft Rosny was commissioned by the Rosny Estates & Ferry Co
Ltd in 1912. It was designed by experienced Sydney-based naval
architect, Walter Reeks, built at Battery Point in Hobart by Frederick &
Harry Moore, and was launched on 26 July 1913. It is most likely that the
lifeboats, located on the fore and aft decks above the main cabins,
were also built by the Moore brothers in traditional Tasmanian utility
workboat design to fit the area available on Reeks’ main drawing of
the ferry.
Utility workboats were the primary means of transportation on
Tasmanian inshore waters from about 1810, delivering people and
goods from point to point and ship to shore. The workboat operators
were called ‘watermen’; they were the taxi drivers and couriers of
their day and in 1850 Hobart there were more than two hundred
Waterman Licences. Some watermen had larger ‘picnic’ boats and
the last known nineteenth-century waterman’s boat is believed to be
the beautifully restored eight-oared 28ft Admiral built in 1865.
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Trim was built in 1913 just before the advent of compact petrol
engines, making it a classic from the twilight years of rowing and sailing
workboats. Its construction is clinker-build in Huon pine with gunwales
nearly straight from bow to stern. The proportion of 2.7 beams to
length gives seaworthiness, good carrying power and fair speed. The
hull has a flat shallow draft for pulling up on shore. Three thwarts can
accommodate four oarsmen and the double-ender design makes
it a very maneuverable rowing boat. Trim was later adapted for sail
under a sliding Gunter rig with a centre dagger-board and stemmounted headsail.
SS Rosny worked the River Derwent from 1913 to 1919, then saw service
on Port Phillip, Victoria, until 1931, before returning to Hobart for the
Bellerive run until 1963. It is difficult to know what use, if any, Trim had
in this time. The lifeboats would have been periodically removed for
maintenance, but whether they were ever used extensively in the
water is unknown. Rosny was retired and sold to Tamar Cruises Pty Ltd
in 1963 and, after that company went into liquidation in 1964, was
laid up on the Tamar River. In 1968 Rosny sank on its mooring. Among
the few items salvaged and sold at auction was this lifeboat, bought
by the 18th Launceston Sea Scouts (now 1st Tamar Sea Scout Group).
They used it for training and seamanship competitions until 1987 when
it was sold to Mr Rod Clarke of Launceston. Eleven years later it was
sold for a second stint with the Scouts, this time with 1st Trevallyn Sea
Scout Group.
In 2005 Sunrise Picture Company bought the vessel for use in a teledocumentary Darwin Harbour which included the remarkable 1865
voyage of the lifeboat Forlorn Hope. In 2012 it was sold to the current
owners.

The restoration
Trim was scraped down to bare timber and sanded, particularly its
bottom which had been daubed with tar. Despite their age, the Huon
pine strakes and ribs were found to be sound. Being 3% oil, Huon pine
resists rot and marine borers and in Tasmania was traditionally the timber of choice for small boat building, where strength can be traded
for lightness. The join fixings of some previously-repaired Huon pine
strakes were re-nailed deeper to enable heavier sanding for better
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The restoration process. A polyurethane bonding sealant was used along the lapstrakes from
gunwale to keel.
Photo: Russell Kenery

fairing. All the filler and caulking cotton in the hull was stripped out.
Blue Gum had been used for building the keel and stems and a section of rot was found in the shoulder of the bow stem. New timber was
inserted to restore the stem to its original sound condition. Although no
strakes needed replacing, marine epoxy (West System) was used to
fill various dents, cracks, nail holes and screw heads. Rebates around
the stems and along the keel were caulked with new cotton and a
polyurethane bonding sealant (3M Marine Adhesive Sealant 5200).
The same flexible bonding sealant was also used along all the lapstrakes from gunwale to keel. This helps to avoid straining the frames
when the planking ‘takes up’ in the water.
Recoating the hull started with an epoxy penetrating solution to waterproof and seal the timber, then two coats of a primer undercoat
were applied. Two finishing coats of two-pack polyurethane were
applied for durability and weather resistance. The traditional lifeboat
colours of a white hull and ‘Cumberland Stone’ gunwales, interior,
thwarts and floorboards are accurate to original aesthetics.
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Trim at Inverloch

The sailing rig

Photo supplied by the author

The late-nineteenth century was arguably the period of greatest
progress in workboat rigs. Originally the easily-hoisted and lowered
spritsail was most common, but by the mid-nineteenth century
the quadrilateral lugsail was favoured. Improved windward
performance came with the sliding Gunter rig. The yard was
peaked almost in line with the masthead, having a higher aspect
ratio triangular mainsail (although this wasn’t truly understood until
years later through the design of aircraft wings). Still a short-mast
rig, it retained the practical convenience of stowing the spars and
sails in one bundle within the length of the boat. By the early 1900s
utility workboats, yacht tenders, navy whalers and lifeboats such
as Trim were using the Gunter system.

Trim’s dimensions
LOA: 4.52m (15ft)
LWL: 4.37m (14ft 4in)
Beam: 1.68m (5ft 6in)
Draft: 0.25m (10in)
Weight: 217kg (480 lb)
Sail Area: 8.8sq m (95 sq ft)
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Trim at Flinders, Mornington Peninsula (Vic.)

Photo: Andrew Kopp

Burgee for the ARHV
Photo: S Babbage, ANMM

A happy 100th birthday
This lovely old boat received two special presents for its 100th
birthday. One was a new suit of sails crafted in traditional 18-inch
panels in keeping with its era. The other was acceptance onto the
Australian Register of Historic Vessels (HV000596) at the Australian
National Maritime Museum, which is based on criteria such as
significance, completeness, integrity, provenance and rarity. In
February 2019, the 106-years old Trim finally returned to its home
town of Hobart and enjoyed the Australian Wooden Boat Festival.
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REVIEW — Matthew
Flinders’
circumnavigation
of Van
Diemen’s Land and ‘Terra
Australis’, the discovery of
Bass Strait and his detailed
cartography are well-known, but
little has been written about his
adventures in small open boats.
Russell Kenery writes with a
yachtsman’s understanding of
these boats, and he shares with
the reader evocative details of
the conditions which Matthew
Flinders encountered.

MATTHEW FLINDERS:
OPEN BOAT VOYAGES
by Russell Kenery (2014)
Illustrations by Christine Hill
(Fellow, Australian
Society of Marine Artists)
Maps/ photographs. 30pp
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Four open boat voyages are
described. The first (1795) was
in an overladen Tom Thumb,
a nine-foot rowing boat with
a spritsail. Kenery takes the
reader on that voyage with
Flinders, George Bass and a
fourteen-year-old boy, into
the ‘confused backwash of
ocean swells’ when leaving
the Heads of Port Jackson ‘with
gunwales barely inches above
the water’ and where great skill
would have been needed ‘to
prevent the stern ... from sliding
under’. The second voyage
was in the slightly larger, but
again overladen, Tom Thumb
II. Flinders, with the same two
companions, sailed south from
Sydney to Lake Illawarra on
an eight-day journey during
which they were caught in the

strong East Australian Current, battled ‘ferocious seas below a
wall of cliffs’ which prevented landing, encountered unfriendly
locals, escaped and put out to sea, then were hit by a southerly
buster. Despite these trials, and the lack of drinking water and the
cramped conditions, they achieved what they had set out to do:
to discover a large river, rumoured to be south of Botany Bay but
not indicated on Captain Cook’s chart.
Two more open-boat adventures followed: a voyage of discovery
around Port Phillip in a twenty-four footer (1802); and an emergency
dash back to Sydney, with the ship’s captain and 12 other men
in a twenty-nine foot six-oared cutter, after a shipwreck off the
Queensland coast (1803). The ship’s crew included John Franklin,
later Governor of Tasmania. Navigating at night in the cutter
meant checking the compass ‘by candlelight that more often
than not blew out’ and finally a ‘dishevelled salt-caked Matthew
Flinders ... skin raw from sun and wind’ arrived to seek help for 94
men left behind.

Summer Reading

This booklet is a gem. It establishes essential facts, and presents
Flinders as a talented, determined man whose extraordinary
seamanship made him a master of small boats in challenging seas.
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Maritime and Tasmanian History

A HISTORY OF PORT DAVEY
SOUTH WEST TASMANIA
Volume 1 Fleeting Hopes
by Tony Fenton (2017)
Forty South Publishing Pty Ltd
(hard cover also available)
xxii; 312 pages
REVIEW — The South West of Tasmania is unknown to many of
us, except from beautiful images of its mountains, waterways
and dense forests. It’s a wilderness. The South West National
Park is part of the Tasmanian Wilderness Heritage Area.
And it’s huge—more than 600 000 hectares of wild country. This book
takes us deep into that wilderness, through its tracks and along its coast
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with evocative descriptions. We are also introduced to a diverse range
of people: those who sailed past, those who were shipwrecked there,
and those who chose to live and work there, extracting resources in the
challenging conditions. It takes us from the time when the Port Davey
area was occupied by the Ninene people, to the early twentieth
century, the introduction of ships’ radios and other technology, and
the threat of war. There are hints of the tourism to come.
It’s thematically organised: early seafarers (French, Dutch and British),
the convicts, the zealous missionaries intent on the propagation of
their faith and culture, the explorers, gold prospectors, whalers seeking
refuge, timber getters seeking Huon pine, boatbuilders, surveyors, tin
miners, and desperate castaways. The themes intertwine as the parade
of characters interacts, creating history in parallel with changes in
government policy. We learn of the people’s hopes and experiences,
how they lived, what they ate, and often what they thought if
they kept a journal. Their stories, amusing or poignant but always
informative, are incredible accounts of the harsh realities. We learn
about politicians, their interest or disinterest (the vice-regal Franklins
visited), the influence of bureaucrats and newspaper editors, and how
the succession of industries brought changes to the South West. We
learn too about the area’s geology, vegetation and native species.
The research is admirably thorough and meticulously referenced; the
author’s approach is objective and the presentation is entertaining.
Illustrated with maps, photographs, and sketches, with historical and
current placenames given to aid identification, this book is not only a
good read, it is, and will continue to be, a most valuable reference.

Summer
Reading
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TASMANIAN PINERS’ PUNTS
Their History and Design
Graeme Broxam (Ed.)
Wooden Boat Guild of
Tasmania Inc.
Softback 210mm x 297mm; 116
pages; colour illustrations; index
& references

One of the fascinating things about boats is the way elements of
their design changes to suit local conditions and the use to which
the boat is going to be put. Many distinctive designs of boat with
characteristics specific to a local area, region or country have
emerged around the world and our own Tasmanian corner of
the globe can boast a few of our own. Trading ketches and river
steamers spring to mind. Another, rather more mundane, species
of Tasmanian boat has exercised members of the Wooden Boat
Guild of Tasmania (WGB) for many years, and the fruits of their
research into the history of Tasmanian Piner’s Punts has now been
published in this book.
As a small, shallow draft rowing boat designed to be handled by
two, or sometimes just one, crew, the Piner’s Punt could be rowed
up shallow rivers, deep into the bush in search of Huon Pine. These
were small, commercial craft were essentially anonymous and
were in danger of disappearing from the collective memory as
the last of the piners passed away, but interest in the boats was
rejuvenated in the 1990s by Garry Kerr and Harry McDermott who
wrote a history of Huon pine and included all the known interviews
with piners that they and others had taken over the years, publishing
the book as The Huon Pine Story, a History of Harvest and use of a
Unique Timber.
Members of the Wooden Boat Guild built their own replica punt
Teepookana and this book has grown out of Kerr and McDermott’s
earlier work and the WGB’s own research. The book sets the
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scene with an essay on the importance of Huon pine to the early
European settlers before outlining the development of the punt
itself as a tool of the piners on the Huon River in the 1840s and at
Port Davey in the 1850s before travelling across to the west coast
in the later nineteenth century. The book traces the origin of boat’s
design to similar vessels in Europe, such as Norway’s Praam and
the Prong and Boyne Mussel canoe of Ireland.
The book goes on to identify a considerable number of Piners, many
of whom would’ve built their own vessels, adding little snippets
of biographical information, and then details the participants in
the Punt Races, a feature of Strahan Regattas from 1883 through
to 1952. Other interesting snippets of incidents or stories involving
punts gleaned from newspapers are included, a useful resource
for future research. The second half of the book details 37 punts
known to exist around Tasmania at the time of writing, including
photographs, drawings and lines plans.
When taken as a companion to Kerr and McDermott’s earlier
book, to which this book often refers, this is a useful and attractive
addition to the library covering a unique and important part of
Tasmania’s maritime and social history.

THE HUON PINE STORY
A history of harvest and use of a unique timber
(2nd ed).
by Garry J Kerr and Harry McDermott (2004)
Mainsail Books, Portland, Vic.
Illustrated, 299 pages
In the bookshop at the Maritime Museum of Tasmania
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RIVER & COASTAL VESSELS
TRADING OUT OF HOBART 1832–2015
by AJ (Tony) Coen
Publisher: Forty South Pty Ltd,
Hobart
Illustrated, xii, 372 pages

REVIEW — This book certainly lives up to its title, as author Tony
Coen has cast his net wide and included all manner of enginepowered vessels operating within and out of the Port of Hobart
since the 1830s. The well-known ferries, river steamers and coastal
traders are here, of course, but you will also find details of the tugs,
pilot boats, dredgers and other harbour craft, steam launches and
even the Risdon punts.
Though many of these vessels have had a lengthy association
with Hobart, there are others whose connection has been brief
—for example, the river steamer Ceres, locally owned from July
1909 until its sale to Geelong the following year. Contrast that with
the barge Kulanda, still employed by Tasports at the age of 72
or thereabouts, and the former tug Maydena of similar wartime
vintage, continuing to operate out of Hobart as fishing boat
Tacoma II. Both have spent virtually their whole working lives in
Southern Tasmania.
It is inevitable that some craft will be well publicised and
documented, either during their careers or later, while others will
mysteriously slip under the radar. The author has not allowed the
latter to escape, however. One of these ‘mystery’ vessels (for me,
anyway) was Seymour, acquired in 1923 for the Maria Island trade
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and lost about a year later; its story is told, along with those of many
other lesser known craft like Natone and Beagle.
Some readers will recall that the Maritime Museum owned the steam
whale chaser Cheynes II between 1979 and 1982. That chapter in
its career is documented, along with its earlier whaling activity and
subsequent history. It still exists (just), ashore near Albany and slowly
rusting away.
The bulk of the book is given over to vessel profiles, listed
chronologically according to the year in which their association
with Hobart began. The narrative for each is followed by a table
providing dimensions, machinery and other details, and the many
photographs include a good selection from the Maritime Museum
collection.
Chapters have also been included on the ferry revival following the
Tasman Bridge disaster and on the 1981 delivery voyage to Hobart
of Challenger Head, the author being a part-owner. There are very
useful summaries and owners’ listings, along with an index of ships’
names, and the book is recommended to anyone interested in
Tasmanian maritime history.
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BLOOD SWEAT & THE SEA
by Mike Swinson (2017)
with Georgie Pajak (designer)
and Nicole Mays (researcher)
Publisher: Forty South Pty Ltd, Hobart
416 pages
with maps and an index
and more than 700 illustrations

REVIEW — In Blood Sweat & the Sea Mike Swinson tells the story of John
Muir the Battery Point boy whose determination built an internationally
successful business. The author rightly says his book is an insight into a
man whom he describes as ‘like a bloody Blue Heeler.’
John Muir’s great grandfather William Jenkins Muir emigrated from
Scotland in 1876 and married the Tasmanian-born daughter of two
Scottish convicts. William began work as a seaman and ended his
career as a light-keeper on Tasmania’s coast. The Muir relationship
with the sea had begun in Scotland but endures as the book draws the
reader into exciting anecdotes of life on the Tasmanian waterfront,
boatbuilding, sailing and adventure that led to John Muir’s gritty
resolve to manufacture unsurpassed marine equipment.
In the chapter ‘Rights of Passage’ John’s schooling and early days
in Battery Point are portrayed. Life for boys brought up in the 1950s
allowed a freedom and independence seldom encountered today.
But it brought with it challenges and a need to be resourceful,
something the ‘Blue Heeler of Battery Point’ soon learnt. Schoolyard
scraps occurred and he said, ‘Generally it’s not the people your own
size who want to have a crack at you, it’s someone bigger.’ John’s
smaller stature didn’t worry him, ‘…they soon realised I could look
after myself when I had to.’
John left school and in 1961 began work as an apprentice at AG
Webster Woolgrowers where he qualified as a diesel fitter. He then
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joined his father Jock at Muir’s Boatyard and Slipway in Battery Point
and it was here in the early 1970s that John began manufacturing
fishing winches at Muir Engineering. The business expanded and
moved to a factory in Kingston where John’s perseverance and the
skills of his staff developed the company into a worldwide leader and
innovator for anchoring systems.
The difficulty of breaking into the super-yacht market is told in detail
and illustrated with photographs of many of the amazing vessels
fitted with Muir winches. John Muir’s European contacts recognise his
determination to do business and Jeroen Jeltes of Belship described
him as ‘half gentleman, half street fighter.’ John has always had a
tough reputation, reinforced by Robert Clifford’s story of a visit by the
bailiffs in his foreword to the book.
Blood, Sweat & the Sea is more than the biography of a remarkable
Tasmanian who stubbornly built an international business from scratch.
It tells the history of the broader Muir family, its sailing exploits and it
chronicles the influence of friends, employees and colleagues whose
many anecdotes are quoted in the narrative.
The 416-page well-indexed publication, designed by Georgie Pajak
with research assistance by Nicole Mays, includes over 700 images of
people, vessels and locations that have been part of John’s family and
business life. It is a prodigious work by first-time author Mike Swinson
and may not be a book to read from cover to cover but a book to
delve into for those interested in maritime Tasmania.
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Riawe – Lady Pam: a remarkable maritime history from 1912
by Lindon Haigh (2014)
Illustrated, 58 pages
REVIEW — This is the story of a dream-boat. Or, as the author, Lindon
Haigh, puts it ‘the story of one boat, two lifetimes and the people
who knew and loved her in the various periods of her life’. The
author would not be unusual in dreaming of the perfect boat to
own, a dream that could be traced back to childhood experiences
aboard family vessels. Coming from a family of commercial
fishermen, his particular dream was to own a traditional fishing
boat. Unlike most such dreamers, the author, with his wife’s support,
eventually brought his dream to life by becoming the owner of
the fishing boat Lady Pam. What he didn’t realise was that Lady
Pam, believed to have been built sometime in the 1940s and well
known as a fishing boat around Tasmania and, for a time, along
the Victorian coast, had a previous, less well known, life as Riawe,
a cutter built by Ned Jack at Trevallyn on the Tamar River in 1912.
This book is the result of the inevitable curiosity about the boat that
ownership provoked and pieces together the various strands of the
boat’s history. The author has uncovered a wealth of information
from a variety of sources to tell each part of the tale. Originally
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built for William Holyman and Sons as Riawe, the 36-foot cutter
was first used servicing the islands off Tasmania’s north east coast,
where the boat's shallow draft gave it an advantage over the
larger vessels in the company fleet. Carrying stock was a principal
occupation and the author has found a report that Riawe once
carried 90 sheep from Bridport to Waterhouse Island. While finding
this hard to believe, the author discovered that sheep would be
carried in a dinghy one by one to the cutter waiting off, where
they would be ‘neatly placed in a sitting position, in rows across
the boat’.
After similar use off the north west coast, the boat moved to new
owners at Beauty Point in 1924, spending many years there as a
ferry and workboat. During World War II Riawe was commissioned
into the RAN, with owner, Gordon Allison, enlisting and being
commissioned alongside his boat as a CPO, although the author
notes that he became known locally as ‘The Admiral’. As HMAS
Riawe 772 the boat saw service on river and coastal patrols
during which there was an encounter with a surfaced Japanese
submarine off Greens Beach, with nothing more dangerous than
a wave being exchanged between the vessels.
After the war the boat was converted for use in commercial fishing,
being renamed Lady Pam and covering just about every corner of
the Tasmania’s coast under a succession of owners. The author’s
detailed research has uncovered stories from each stage of the
boat’s life, all presented in a lively and readable style. Good use
is made of photographs and contemporary documents, with an
appendix detailing the boats owners, general specifications and
the various modifications made. A useful index of vessels and
people is also included.
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THE LAST OF THE SAIL WHALERS
Whaling off Tasmania
and Southern New Zealand (2019)
by Captain William McKillop (1865–1938)
Rhys Richards & Graeme Broxam (Eds)
Navarine Publishing
pp xiv, 216; 26.2 x 21cm
colour and b/w illustrations,
photos, maps, family tree
William McKillop was not unusual in being a whaler and seaman.
Where he differed from thousands of others, though, was that
in his later life he became a patient of Dr William ELH Crowther.
Grandson of whale ship owner Dr William L Crowther, the younger
Crowther was an enthusiastic collector of Tasmanian maritime
history, particularly in relation to whaling. McKillop occasionally
sailed aboard Crowther’s 42ft cruising yacht Connella where, the
editors suggest, he ‘undoubtably amused his compatriots with
anecdotes of times gone by’. Crowther was clearly instrumental
in encouraging McKillop to record his memoirs as the typescript
was prepared by another of Crowther’s patients, Mr McLoughlin.
McKillop’s memoirs helped spawn two books by Will Lawson,
‘Harpoons Ahoy’ (1938) and ‘Bill the Whaler’ (1944), but the
publication of this work is the first time that McKillop’s stories can
be read in his own words.
When he was 11 years old, his family settled in Riverton, near
Invercargill, New Zealand, where his father established a sawmill.
Young William, who did well at school, was disappointed when
his schooling was cut short by the need for his labour in the family
business. He soon left the sawmill, drifting ‘into the life most of the
young people followed around Foveaux Strait’, working aboard
one of the cutters that traded along the southern coast as well as
fishing and oyster dredging in season, before becoming a sealer.
His father was ‘grievously disappointed at my mode of life’,
but young William found ample compensation for his father’s
disappointment in the camaraderie, ‘kindness and unselfishness’
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of his shipmates. ‘I am sure there is no job on earth [that] calls
for more endurance and has greater risks than the seal hunter,’
he wrote, but he still found time to be impressed with his working
environment: ‘Some of the caves are wonderful indeed and ...
revealed many wonderful sights’.
McKillop progressed to whaling, and it is his recollections and
description of this business that fill most of this book. Every aspect
of the whaler’s life, the daily routine, the ‘excitement’ of the chase
and the occasional inevitable disappointment, is described. He
notes that, when two Port Davey fishermen were given a stripped
whale carcass from which they retrieved 180lb of ambergris, worth
about £11,000 in England, his share was ‘exactly nil’. In the final
part of his narrative he describes his fishing and coastal trading,
including trips to Strahan and Trail Harbour on Tasmania’s west
coast.
Also included is other useful and interesting material, e.g.
biographical notes outlining McKillop’s family life ashore in Hobart,
obituaries from the Tasmanian press, a selection of Will Lawson’s
poems from ‘Bill the Whaler’, sketches of work aboard an American
whaler by artist Gordon Grant and contemporary photographs. A
one-page list of ‘Whale Boat’s Equipment’ might be useful if you
were thinking of heading off in search of ambergris. The book is
indexed and includes a bibliography.
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Through this book McKillop’s tales will live on as an interesting and
enjoyable series of yarns of a life lived in conditions few today
could imagine.
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THE TAMAR YACHT CLUB
A history of sailing in Launceston
Tasmania from 1837
by Julian Burgess (2017)
Published by Christopher Green
208 pp. paperback

Julian Burgess is a long-time member and past Commodore of
the Tamar Yacht Club. He is also a very experienced journalist,
so was well placed to write a history of yachting on the Tamar
River and, in particular, the Tamar Yacht Club, one of the oldest
yacht clubs in Australia.
His meticulous research has revealed that yacht racing
commenced on the Tamar River near Launceston in 1837 and
for a number of years formal regattas were held quite regularly.
Apparently a number of attempts to establish a club were made
in those early years. The Tamar Yacht Club as we know it today
was most likely established in 1887.
The Club has been pivotal to the development of yachting
in Northern Tasmania and many of Launceston’s wealthy
businessmen participated in the sport in the early days. In that
era the major event was the North versus South Cup where a
yacht from the Tamar Yacht Club would race one from the
Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania. In the first of these races TC
Archer, who owned Woolmers wool growing estate, transported
his yacht America on a dray pulled by four horses to Hobart. It
was accompanied by two crewman riding bicycles. The journey
took four days. Subsequent journeys were done by train and a
coastal trader.
The Tamar Yacht Club joined with the Royal Geelong Yacht Club
of Victoria to run Australia’s first major ocean race. The course was
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across Bass Strait from Queenscliff to the mouth of the Tamar River
and the trophy, the Rudder Cup had been donated by Mr Thomas
Fleming Day who was the publisher of the well known American
yachting magazine The Rudder. Mrs Bennell, wife of the winner of
the race thought the race was too dangerous so she confiscated
the Cup and it was not found for many years. But this did not deter
Eric Massey from being the first Tamar Yacht Club entrant in the
Sydney to Hobart Ocean Race when he competed in the second
event in his yacht Wanderer. He also competed in a number of
subsequent events. Since then many members have competed
in major ocean races including the Sydney to Hobart, Melbourne
to Devonport and the Brisbane to Gladstone. The current ViceCommodore Joe Breen and Tristian Gourlay (son of round-theworld sailor, Ken Gourlay) are both contesting the next Melbourne
to Osaka two-handed race.
Following WW2, the Tamar Yacht Club recognised that there was a
need for a small sailing dinghy which could be easily constructed
by relatively unskilled amateurs. They developed the elevenfoot Tamar Class Dinghy. It was soon adopted by a number of
clubs throughout Tasmania. Many of Tasmania’s top competitive
and cruising yachtsmen commenced their careers in this dinghy
including the aforementioned Ken Gourlay who, in 2007, broke the
record time by an Australian sailing single-handed non-stop around
the world. A number of Tasmanian Sydney Hobart participants
and long-distance cruising sailors also started their sailing careers
in the Tamar Class Dinghy.
Since the Tamar Class was developed, the Club has kept abreast of
the development of junior sailors by adopting some more modern
dinghies such as the Moth, the Sabot, the Optimist and the Laser.
In later years the Club has developed a very modern marina and
club house at Beauty Point but has still retained its headquarters in
Launceston. It certainly is a club that has kept abreast of the times
in sailing and in facilities for its members. Evidence of this is that,
since the publication of this book, the Club has adopted the SB20
which is a class currently at the forefront of competitive sailing.
Burgess’s very thorough research reveals that the Tamar Yacht
Club can very proud of its contribution to yachting in Tasmania.
His book is certainly a captivating read.
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All at Sea

by Phil Dennis

Part of our maritime heritage is the range of expressions which
have been absorbed into everyday language. We use these terms
from our seafaring past without always being aware of their origin.
All at sea, the title of this article, is obvious, meaning we are not
sure what is the best course of action. If a situation is the same for
everybody involved we may say we are all In the same boat. If a
person in charge does not give much leeway in an organization
we say he runs a tight ship.
Getting to know the ropes refers to the rigging on the ship. With
hundreds of ropes all having various tasks it took an experienced
sailor a long time to learn all the ropes.
To play safe and not take any chances we are told to keep things
on an even keel and someone penny-pinching on a project and
trying to cut costs more than is advisable may be told don't spoil
the ship for a halfpenny worth of tar.
If we are annoyed by a person we may not want to see for a while,
we will give them a wide berth, and if we make a mistake and send
someone the wrong way we have put them on the wrong tack.
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Most of the above are fairly straight forward, others are a little
obscure. To describe someone as broad in the beam refers to the
beam of a ship which is the widest part of the ship.
Touch and go was an expression regarding a ship that was scraping
the keel in shallow water and risked being stranded.
Hard and fast was used to describe the unfortunate ship that was
stranded, and by and large was to sail a ship at a slight angle to
the wind which was by and large the safest way to sail into an
oncoming wind.
On days when all is going well it’s referred to as plain sailing but
when risks are taken by perhaps trying an unsafe trip it is known as
sailing close to the wind. The risk was that a slight shift in the wind
might suddenly press the sails back against the mast, causing the
ship to lose its stability and course.
Under the weather: If one of the crew on watch was on the weather
side of the bow he would be subjected to the wind and the sea
all the time, not a good experience and he would feel under the
weather.
If all was well on board ship with no problems below decks
everything would be said to be above board. If you sailed in an
unfriendly manner to another ship and by going close you were
diverting the wind from getting to her sails you were said to be
overbearing or taking the wind out of their sails.
The expression used when a ship floundered or capsized was
overwhelmed. We all get like this from time to time.
A few expressions we use today are not easy to see as having a
nautical connection, e.g.
Between the devil and the deep blue sea. (Two versions of this.)
1) When a sailor was made to walk the plank on a pirate ship, the
devil was a sharp toothed or spike tool being shoved into his back
by a pirate, so he had not much option either way.
2) The seam between the planks on the side of the ship was also
known as the devil, and required constant care. To caulk that seam,
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a sailor would be lowered by a rope from the deck, a precarious
and dangerous position to be in, he would be suspended between
the devil and the deep blue sea.
The devil to pay also refers to the devil as a seam on the ship. To
pay in this expression meant to apply tar to the ship, its location
near the waterline made the devil seam the most dangerous so
paying the devil was a rotten task. Tar is also a nickname for sailors
and comes from the tarpaulin which was a canvas waterproofed
with tar.
Show a Leg is an expression which came about in the early days
when sailors were allowed to have their wives or sweethearts on
board. During the rounds of inspection, the sailor would often come
across hammocks or bunks still occupied after the morning turnout,
and in order to make sure that the sleeping figure was a woman
rather than a work shy sailor, he would call out the order ‘Show a
leg!’ or sometimes ‘Shake a leg!’ If a female ankle emerged from
under the bedclothes, the sleeper was left in peace. Later the
regulations were tightened, and women were no longer allowed
to live on board.
Three sheets to the wind. A sheet, to a sailor, is a rope attached to
the lower edge of a sail and used for controlling it or binding it to
the mast’s crossbeam. With up to four such sheets on any sail, if all
of them were hanging loose, or even three of them, the sail would
flap about in the wind and prove difficult to bring under control.
Any drunken sailor would move in a comparably jerky way, and
was accordingly likened to a loose sail and said to be three sheets
to the wind.
Editor's note: The article above, originally published in First Response, the newsletter for the
Volunteer Ambulance Officers Association of Tasmania Inc. Vol 20 No 3, February 2016, was
reprinted with permission.

PS — We thought of a few more everyday expressions with a
nautical origin.
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In the doldrums refers to the equatorial region where the lack of
winds mean that a sailing ship is unable to progress. Someone in
the doldrums is listless, not motivated.
No room to swing a cat doesn’t refer to a four-legged animal but
to the cat o’nine tails. When the assembled crew, obliged to be in
attendance to witness a punishment, were all on deck, there was
little or no room for the officer in charge to swing the ‘cat’. The
expression refers to having less space than needed.
Show your true colours / Flying colours both refer to the use of
the ship’s flags. False flags (or colours) could be flown to deceive
another ship in wartime. To show your true colours means to be
honest, to not be deceitful. Victorious ships would return with their
flags flying; defeated ships were obliged to lower their flags. Flying
colours means to be triumphant, e.g. passing an examination with
distinction.
To bite the bullet is to face an unpleasant situation bravely.
The origin of the expression is the practice of giving sailors (and
soldiers) a bullet to bite prior to an operation when there were no
anaesthetics.
And there’s many more, including:
The cut of his jib — a way of recognising him,
Toe the line — be obedient, line up for inspection, and
Batten down the hatches. — prepare for a storm or trouble.
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SV MAY QUEEN
A Grand Survivor
by Rex Kerrison
and Richard Johnson (2014)
Forty South Publishing Pty Ltd

The authors beavered away for two years, to compile this history of
May Queen. They were approached by the May Queen Trust Board
to undertake the project, following their success with a written
history of the Derwent Sailing Squadron. Photographs, written texts,
and personal interviews have been collated to produce a very
readable and entertaining volume. Their description of the vessel
lying in Constitution Dock outlines the impression that passers-by in
Davey Street might gain.
The ketch May Queen is a sturdy but graceful wooden vessel
with a clear, sweeping deck. Even though she is in her second
century of age, and long retired, her lines spell ‘work’.
May Queen's role for over one hundred years, plying the southeastern coastal waters of Tasmania was to carry goods to and
from Hobart and outlying settlements. Besides timber, other cargo
types included firewood, foodstuffs, coal, eucalyptus oil, shell grit,
household furniture, apples, pears, jam, fruit, and hides. Convictmade sandstone blocks and bricks were transported from the
abandoned buildings of Port Arthur, and mail was often carried
on the return journey.
The construction of wooden vessels built from local timbers is
described. This sets the scene for the construction of May Queen
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at Franklin on the Huon River, on a site within a few metres of the
current Wooden Boat School. Shipwright Alexander Lawson only
lived a few months after the launch date, and so was not privy to
the vessel’s success, both commercially and as a racing ketch.
Near disasters were to be expected in the life of wooden sailing
craft in Tasmanian coastal waters. Numerous shipwrecks off our
coast are certainly testament to the risks undertaken by skippers
and crew. A sudden storm in the relatively sheltered waters of
D’Entrecasteau Channel nearly resulted in the loss of May Queen.
Dismastings, collisions, threatened sale, piracy, and impact by a
whale are all described in detail.
Recognition of the local and international importance of May Queen
as a representative of the craftsmanship of a bygone era, and as
a vessel of cultural and historical significance, culminated in the
presentation of a Maritime Heritage Award by the World Ship Trust.
The layout of this 178-page book in ‘coffee table style’ with easy
to read print, and with many photographs, makes it an attractive
volume. Part of the proceeds from sales will go towards ongoing
maintenance and restoration of May Queen.
From the deck of May Queen in Constitution Dock.
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... and there's a DVD
'The wake of the MAY QUEEN'
presented by Chris Wisbey

Rolph's Nautical Gift & Book Shop
OPEN 7 DAYS — 9am–5pm
10% DISCOUNT for MMT members (+ postage & handling) shop@maritimetas.org

Lots of gifts and books in the Maritime Museum’s shop!
CALL IN to browse and see the full range of

BOOKS Clocks DVDs Barometers GLOBES Mugs SHIPS MODELS etc.
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A BOOK OF “FERRY TALES”
and DVD
FERRIES “A WAY OF LIFE”
by John Sargent

REVIEW — The 27th book written by Bellerive historian John Sargent
returns to one of his favourite topics: the trans-Derwent ferry and
its importance in the lives of Eastern Shore residents. While the
vessels themselves have been thoroughly documented previously
by John, Dave O’May, George Cox and others, this book puts
them in context by providing a social history based on people’s
memories, diaries, newspaper reports and other sources. It covers
two centuries, from the granting of the first ferry licence on 12
December 1816 to the present day, and looks ahead to a possible
revival of ferry services in years to come.
The memories preserved for posterity make fascinating reading.
I was particularly amused by John’s personal memory of a crossing
on Matthew Brady when the Tasman Bridge was down. Not having
enough ready cash for the full fare, he was told that he could
make up the difference next day; however, the ferry slowed in
mid-river, and it was announced over the PA that 'This is where
John Sargent gets off as he has only paid half the fare'!
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The Bellerive and Lindisfarne/Rose Bay ferry routes are well
covered, and mention is made of more recent operations by the
Roche family, Peter O’May, Tony Coen and Peter Fell, together
with Rodney Howard’s water taxis.
A bonus with this limited edition publication is a set of five postcards
depicting O’May ferries. The book itself is well illustrated (look out
for the photo of an unusual, though very topical, float entered by
Bellerive State School in a 1951 street parade).
The DVD runs for 35 minutes and follows a similar theme, with John
as narrator and interviews with ferry users and operators. Its story
ranges from the restored Admiral to the 'Bushranger' fleet of the
1970s and to present day activity when cricket patrons are ferried
across the river by vessels diverted from other activities. Footage
includes a tantalising glimpse of the vehicular ferry Lurgurena on
colour film, as well as (black and white) film of cars being loaded
aboard her. The various jetties are also featured, that at Rose Bay
being a much more substantial structure than I had imagined.
Both the book and the DVD fulfil their purpose admirably. They are
enjoyable and informative — great additions to our local maritime
history.
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TOWNS OF TASMANIA
a journey through time
Writer: Bert Spinks (2018)
Photographer: Pen Tayler
Forty South Publishing, Hobart
Hardback 240mm x 240 mm
colour illustrations
200 pages

REVIEW — Tasmania is undeniably photogenic but writer Bert Spinks
goes further, asserting that Tasmania is also ‘truly one of the most
interesting places on earth’. This book is a worthy attempt to uphold
such a bold statement with essays on a selection of twelve towns.
Each essay is illustrated with a dozen or more beautiful colour
photographs of the buildings and landscapes of the subject towns.
Of the twelve, only four of the towns, Strahan, Stanley, Triabunna
and Franklin, could be considered maritime. But we’re an island
community. Everyone has a maritime story, and everyone’s story
contributes to the story of the island as a whole, so it's appropriate
that we include this book.
Spinks starts his story when Tasmania wasn’t an island, acknowledges
the ancient communities that these towns supplanted and points
out that, while this architecture may be young, these buildings are
built on ground and from material that has witnessed thousands of
years of human activity.
Each essay briefly summarises the town’s history, describes the
modern town and the landscape in which it sits, and reflects on
some characteristic of the town that has grabbed the author’s
attention. Spinks grew up in Beaconsfield, one of the towns featured,
and he likes to get beneath the skin of a place, probing at its
identity from a less obvious perspective. So Derby, in the north east,
is examined from the perspective of the influx of visitors brought
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to the town in recent years by the new network of mountain bike
trails, while Franklin prompts thoughts on early French explorers
and their encounters with Tasmanian Aboriginal peoples.
Spinks's writing is engaging and thoughtful and, while its tone suggests
that the book is aimed more at visitors to the state than locals, there is
still much for locals to learn about towns that we might take for granted.
I didn’t know about the sundial war memorial (probably unique
in Australia) in Bothwell, or that Stanley’s St James Presbyterian
Church was originally built in London before travelling half-way
round the world to the north west coast.
.
I recently had a conversation with my daughter about trying to
experience your home town as a tourist, looking at a familiar place
through fresh eyes. This book is certainly as good a place as any
to start such a journey. As the writer admits, there are of course
more than twelve towns in Tasmania, which leaves me hoping
there will be subsequent volumes of this delightful work. I’d started
compiling my list of towns to include before I’d finished this one.
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Shipwrecks

more books in our shop

BY DERWENT DIVIDED
The story of Lake Illawarra,
the Tasman Bridge and the 1975 disaster
by Tom Lewis (2011)
Published by Tall Stories, Darwin
69 pages

SHIPWRECKS IN AUSTRALIAN WATERS
1622-1850
by Michael Nash
and Graeme Broxam (2019)
Navarine Publishing, Hobart
viii, 288 pages
'The waters around Australia have proved
treacherous to mariners and, since the wreck
of the English ship Trial in 1622, thousands of
vessels have been lost ... '

These books are available at Rolph's Nautical Gift and Book Shop
at the Maritime Museum of Tasmania
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HMS Orpheus

by Digby Longhurst (2013)

In 2012 the research section of the Maritime Museum received a
request for information about a memorial to HMS Orpheus, once
erected in the Mariners Chapel in Hobart. The memorial was erected
to the memory of men lost in a tragic accident in 1863 when the
vessel was wrecked at the entrance to Manukau Harbour, the
western approaches to Auckland, New Zealand.
1861 was a notable year: in Hobart, there was the commencement of
the building of the Mariners Chapel on the corner of Elizabeth Street
and Morrison Street; in England, the commissioning of HMS Orpheus.
The vessel began its service in North American waters before being
sent to Australia in 1862 to become the flagship of the Australasian
Squadron. The vessel was a corvette powered by both sail and a
steam-driven propeller, which could be lowered to provide more
manoeuvrability in light conditions.
On New Year’s Day 1863, the vessel took the Governor of Tasmania
to the Cygnet regatta and back to Hobart, where it was open
to inspection before being sent to Sydney to take on stores and
provisions to support British forces engaged in the Maori wars in New
Zealand. When loading was completed, HMS Orpheus sailed for
Manukau Harbour. The entrance to the harbour was well charted
and a copy of this chart was being used at the time of the accident.
However, the latest soundings were not shown. These soundings
indicated that the shoals in the entrance were moving northward.
Signals from the shore entrance station were ignored with the result
that the action of lining up the entrance was taken too late and the
vessel grounded.
Proving impossible to move, it gradually broke up over the following
24 hours. Of a total complement of 257 men, 189 drowned on 7
February 1863. A collection by public donation was raised in
Hobart shortly after news of the disaster arrived, with the intention
of contributing money for the families of the deceased and for a
memorial to the incident. A sum of £180 was forwarded to the British
Admiralty in 1864 for the fund set up to assist distressed families;
£70 was set aside to purchase an appropriate memorial, £7 for its
erection and £12 19s 3d for cost and administration.
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HMS Orpheus plaque, now in the Maritime Museum of Tasmania. Photo: John Wadsley
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In 1864 the memorial, constructed in Melbourne, was loaded aboard
Tasmania, arrived in Hobart, and was erected behind the pulpit in
the new Mariners Chapel. By 1917 the Mariners Chapel was in a state
of disrepair, with the roof falling in, etc. The decision was made to
demolish the building with the Marine Board insisting the memorial
be found a new location. Public comment flowed in the Hobart
Mercury and eventually the memorial was placed in the entrance
of the Town Hall. Mention was made of the memorial in the Mercury
in both 1933 and 1936 by then Lord Mayors. Sections of the Mariners
Chapel were rebuilt on the corner of Lord and Grosvenor Streets,
Sandy Bay and it became St Peter's Church now known as Wellspring
Anglican Church.
Investigations in 2012 however revealed the memorial was no longer
at the Town Hall and no one knew where it was or when it had been
removed. By accident it came to light that the memorial had been
removed ca 1950 (possibly to make way for additional Honour
Boards?) and taken to the Hobart City Council’s Cleary’s Gates store,
where it remained until 1974 when it was placed in the Tasmanian
Museum and Art Gallery’s collection. Following two installations and
two removals, the memorial is a shadow of its former glory. Gone
is the black granite surround for the tablet (approximately 3 feet
square); gone are the marble columns; and gone is the heading
piece over the marble tablet comprising flags, crossed swords and
anchors. The tablet itself has suffered damage and some repair work
has been carried out. The inscription, honouring the Commodore,
Captain, officers and crew who perished, remains in reasonable
condition. A committee was formed in New Zealand to mark the
150th anniversary of the worst maritime disaster in their history.
Meanwhile, in Hobart, the memorial was placed in the Carnegie
Building where it is once again available for the public to view.
NOTE: The memorial plaque to HMS Orpheus hangs on a wall of the Maritime Museum's first
floor outside the entrance to the Carnegie Gallery. The plaque and its interpretation booklet
attract considerable interest and staff often encounter visitors leafing through the booklet,
engrossed in the story. One day, a visitor from New Zealand slipped a handwritten note dated
December 2017, into one of the sleeves of the booklet, adding local insight.
'We attended a commemoration of this disaster where it happened in Manukau Harbour. The
signalman rowed up the channel for 5 hours to get help, leaving his son sending messages
which were ignored. This ship was a man-o-war, a ship of invasion, yet local Maoris helped in
the rescue. Their descendants and those of the signalman were also at the commemoration.'
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WRECK
of the barque

Svenor

by Tony and Janet Fenton

Svenor 1967

Photo: R. Tyson

‘The Old Ship’, that’s what the veterans of the local fishing fleet called
the steel barque that had fetched up on a faraway beach in the
wilds of South West Tasmania in 1914. Not that there weren’t other old
wrecks in these waters, but Svenor stood proud above the sea that
had claimed the others.
Although it lay right on the surf line, its bowsprit pointed high above
the waves for many decades. When local fisherman, Clyde Clayton—
born in the year of the barque’s demise—visited the wreck as a
youth, it had lain there for a mere twenty years. 'Then,' he recalled,
'she sported decoration including Scotch thistles carved in teak,
decorative scrollwork painted gold, cut glass skylights, and a carved
figurehead. The barque was all decked-in,' he remembered, 'and
even the deckhouse was intact.' The barque lay on the quieter end
of a stretch of sand in a bay that became known as Wreck Bay,
seventeen kilometres up the coast from Port Davey.
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Corryvrechan was sold in 1909 and re-named Svenør by its Norwegian owners.
Photo: NSM.2000-284: Norwegian Maritime Museum photo-archive

Svenor was a three-masted barque of 1356 tons gross register, built
by R Duncan, Port Glasgow, in 1884 and was possibly built from steel,
given that in 1882 Duncan’s was one of the first companies to commit
to replacing iron by mild steel for all work in the shipyard. Originally
named Corryvrechan, likely after the tumultuous Strait of Corryvreckan
between the isles of Jura and Scarba off Scotland’s West Coast, it
was renamed Svenør when sold to Norwegian owners in 1909.
In 1914 the barque was registered at Sandefjord, Norway with owners
Danveig and Company. On this fateful voyage Svenor sailed in ballast
from Fremantle in WA on 15 April, bound for Newcastle in NSW, under
master Captain Monson. Two weeks later the vessel encountered
heavy gales while in 43°7’S, 138°46’E, about 600km west of Tasmania.
The ballast shifted and Svenor was left with a dangerous list, its rail
underwater. To minimise the risk of capsizing, the masts and rigging
were partly cut away. It could carry no canvas apart from a sail set
at the bow to prevent it from broaching. In this state steering was
difficult, and efforts to head for Hobart failed. After drifting for what
must have seemed a long three weeks, the Tasmanian west coast
was sighted. The crew of ten refused to remain aboard. Fortunately
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they did not have to test their navigation skills on land, as the very
day they left the ship in the boats, 22 May, the smoke of a steamer
came into sight. It was SS Wainui, with Captain Campbell as master,
on the regular Melbourne-Strahan run. Captain Campbell sighted the
dismasted vessel WSW of Conical Rocks, made for it and boarded,
while the Svenor’s crew in the boats hastily returned to the stricken
vessel, and rescue.
Captain Campbell made several attempts to tow Svenor, however
in the heavy swell two tow lines parted. To avoid it becoming a
navigation hazard, the decision was made to set the ship on fire and
scuttle it. Expected to sink shortly afterwards, the barque was left to its
fate while Wainui, with the rescued crew onboard, went on its way.
Svenor did not sink so easily, but fetched up on a remote stretch of
coast south of where it was abandoned. Evidently it was not visible
to passing shipping. Seven months later, Mr AJ Gosling of the fishing
smack Lenna sighted the hull of a large iron barque washed up seven
miles north of Port Davey. Although he could not see the name of the
vessel, he got close enough to see that its after-part had been burnt.
He also observed that two anchors and a donkey engine were on
board. That same summer, Hartwell Conder and party, while cutting
a track from Macquarie Harbour to Port Davey for prospectors and
shipwreck survivors, came across the wreck.
Svenor had been well provisioned, and fishermen made use of
the stores and gear until Herbert Smith, owner of the smack Fancy,
purchased the wreck from the underwriters for £5, then sold it for £12
to a Melbourne syndicate who hoped to re-float it. After inspection,
however, the ship was assessed as not worth salvaging.
So there the wreck remained, visited from time to time by fishermen
and yachtsmen who continued to recover what they could. In
February 1916 the crew of George Robertson's motor yacht Rondon
noted the amount of salvageable gear.
The following images tell the story of the wreck's decline.
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Svenor 1938
Photo: Ida McAulay

Svenor 1948
Photo: Max Cutcliffe

Svenor 1957
Photo: John Gilfillan

Svenor 1962
Photo: Charlie Vaughan
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Svenor 1986
Photo: Jim England

Svenor 2007
Photo: Jon Marsden-Smedley

Svenor 2012 Photo: Peter Marmion
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Svenor 2013

Photo: Jon Marsden-Smedley

Salvaged cathead plates from Svenor. Bern Cuthbertson collection. Note how the seaward
one has worn so much more!
Photo: Geoff Fenton
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Svenor, ex Corryvrechan ship's bell.
Photo: Image courtesy of Port Arthur Historic
Site Management Authority : 998.0293

The Mercury newspaper reported that the crew recovered the bell
and took it to Nubeena, where it was tolled at intervals on Good
Friday of that year and was ‘heard at a great distance’. The bell,
though evidently never hung in a church, is preserved in the Radcliffe
collection at Port Arthur.

Head of Svenor's figurehead in
the Maritime Museum of Tasmania
collection.
Photo: MMT

‘The old ship’ took on an almost iconic status among the fishermen
who worked the coast around Port Davey. Still, pieces were removed.
During the 1950s, yachtsman Toby Cheverton collected the head
from the remaining half of the figurehead for his maritime collection,
the body being far too heavy and cumbersome to carry on the day’s
walk over buttongrass to the anchorage.
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Head of Svenor's figurehead
now in the Treasures Case
outside the Carnegie
Gallery at the Maritime
Museum of Tasmania.

right: Svenor's figurehead
on display in the Carnegie
Gallery at the Maritime
Museum for the 'Shipwrecks
of Tasmania' exhibition.
It is now back in storage, but
part of one arm is on display.
Photos: 2019 MMT

Soon the relentless sea dislodged the rest of the figurehead.
Decades later, local resident Clyde Clayton discovered half of it
emerging from the sand in a nearby creek. Clyde, with his brotherin-law Deny King and family, made a salvage trip one rare calm day
when it was possible to land a dinghy on the beach. Subsequently
the (headless) figurehead was donated to the Maritime Museum
of Tasmania where she is a tangible reminder of the fate of the
fine barque.
It took a century for the ship to disintegrate, even on this wildest
of coasts. Accolades for those shipbuilders of Glasgow! Today
the remains have disappeared beneath the beach except for an
occasional rusted projection revealed by the shifting sands. Svenor
had a life as a ship, a life as an iconic wreck, and will doubtless live
on in folklore.
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Further reading:
Broxam, Graeme. Shipwrecks of Tasmania’s Wild West Coast,
Navarine Publishing, 1993.
Broxam, G and Nash, M. Tasmanian Shipwrecks Vol. 2: 1900-1999,
Navarine Publishing, Woden, ACT, 2006.
O’May, Harry. Wrecks in Tasmanian Waters, 1797-1950.
‘The Ronena: Adventures onboard and ashore while crayfishing
around the west coast of Tasmania, 1937-1938’. Compiled by Todd
Mazur.
http://www.machrihanish.net/ships.html (viewed Nov 2011)
http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=1787 (viewed Nov
2011)
Mercury, 23 May 1914, p.5; 25 May 1914, p.8; 17 Dec 1914, p.6; 31
March 1915, p.6; 6 March 1916, p.8; 3 May 1916, p.4.
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/Robert_Duncan_and_Co
(viewed Dec 2019)
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View towards the Acteaon Island (visible in the distance).
The rock the ship struck is somewhere between the
viewer and the island but slightly to the viewer's right.
Photos: Mark Hosking

An isolated monument to a shipwreck
by Mark Hosking
Southport Bluff is a curious, lonely, windswept spot. Devoid of trees
the rocky outcrop is covered in dense, chest high scrub, with wave
washed platforms of rock around the coastal edge. The only shelter is
in the lee of the monument to the wreck of George III. The monument,
in the shape of a sarcophagus, stands atop the bluff, exposed to the
wild weather. Its inscription reads:

‘Near this place are interred the remains of many of the sufferers

who perished in the wreck of George the III, convict ship,
which Vessel struck on a sunken rock near the Actaeon Reef
on the night of the 12th April, 1835:
upon which melancholy occasion 134 human beings were drowned.
This tomb is erected by the desire of His Excellency
Colonel George Arthur, Lieut. Governor,
to mark that sad event,
and is placed on this spot by Major Thomas Ryan, 50th Regiment,
one of the survivors of the occasion.’
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Major Thomas Ryan was commander of the military detachment
aboard George III and a key witness in the subsequent enquiry. He
was a single parent, accompanied by his six-year-old son, Tommy.
Their voyage was not without incident; Tommy was attacked by a
dog aboard and, at the time of the wreck, Major Ryan had been
sick for some weeks. Ryan’s subsequent career took him to Sydney,
before returning to Van Diemen’s Land, then eventually, after a spell
in command of Norfolk Island, to India, where he was killed in 1846 in
the Sikh wars.
The enquiry into the wreck investigated reports that convicts had
been confined below decks after the ship had struck, so precipitating
their drowning, and that at least two had been shot by the military
guard to prevent them coming on deck. Major Ryan was exonerated
of any blame, the enquiry finding no evidence of him having issued a
command to fire, and that the decision to keep the convicts below
while attempts were made to launch the ship’s boats was necessary
to avoid the convicts rushing the boats, thereby endangering the
entire complement.
These points have been regularly debated since. What is indisputable,
though, is that of the 133* victims of the disaster all but 6 were
convicts, over half of whom were confined to their hammocks from
the debilitating effects of scurvy. Many of the witnesses at the enquiry
firmly believed most of the convict victims drowned in the minutes
after the initial impact of the ship on the rock.
We can only speculate why Major Ryan, a presumably busy senior
military officer, spent a number of years campaigning for the erection
of the monument. Perhaps he felt guilt or regret for the actions of his
command that night, or that he was distracted from his military duty
by his own ill-health or the need to protect his son, who, at least one
witness claimed, he ‘cradled’ for most of the night. On the other
hand, his courage and command were praised by witnesses to the
enquiry; he spent the night aboard the wreck, being one of the last
to be taken off. His later experience at Norfolk Island suggests he
was a commander of some compassion, receiving praise from Irish
Catholic chaplain, John McEncroe, for his humane governance.
Whatever Ryan’s motivation he was ultimately successful in
persuading Lieutenant Governor Franklin, rather than Arthur, to fund
the erection of the monument. Ryan first wrote to the Executive
Council in November 1837, and the Council eventually agreed an
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'Wreck of George the Third' - oil on canvas (1850) by Knut Bull (1811–1889) Photo: Commons
Knut Bull was a Norwegian artist, who was transported to Van Diemen's Land from England
in 1846 for forgery.

expense not exceeding 30 guineas. It was not until March 1839 that
Ryan headed south on the government brig Tamar to supervise the
installation of the monument, an event that appears to have gone
almost unnoticed at the time. A report in The Austral Asiatic Review
of 5 March commented that Franklin was due the ‘highest praise’
for the erection of the ‘handsome monument, constructed by
government’, going on to state that ‘many’ of Ryan’s detachment
of the 50th Regiment had perished when, in fact, none had done so.
There was no grand public ceremony of unveiling, and if there was
a dedication then no record remains. Whatever the sensibilities at
the time for commemorating dead convicts, Michael Roe notes that
the monument is perhaps the only contemporary memorial raised in
their honour.
Southport Bluff is today fenced off and quarantined to protect the
endangered plant Southport Heath (Epacris stuartii, also known as
Stuart’s Heath) which occurs only on the bluff. There are less than
1000 plants left in the wild. The species is thought to be so isolated
because of the short range of its seed dispersal, which is less than a
few metres per plant. Phytophthora is the most significant threat to
the ongoing survival of this plant, so some hardy souls from the Hobart
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above: View from the monument over Southport Island and across the
D'Entrecasteaux Channel
top right: Epacris stuartii, the endangered Southport Heath
right: 'Socks' placed over the plant to capture the seeds, which
mature on the plant and then all burst off the plant at the same time
and immediately start germinating. If they get eaten before they're
ready they won't germinate when passed through animals' digestive
systems like other seed will. This is another factor that makes the
species vulnerable.
Photos: Mark Hosking

Conservation Volunteers Australia (CVA) team recently replaced the
fence that keeps people out of the known natural range of the plant,
to reduce the risk of Phytophthora being introduced on people’s
walking boots.
Volunteers from the Hobart CVA have also surveyed to see if the
population has changed since the last surveys were done several years
ago. The project is made possible with support from the Australian
Government’s Threatened Species Recovery Fund.
Getting to the site requires a kayak trip and a long walk, but once
you’re there, your efforts are rewarded with stunning scenery! If you
want to come along to this beautiful location and lend a hand, get in
touch! Hobart@cva.org.au
*Assistant Surgeon Gregor McGregor, after his rescue from the wreck, wandered off into the bush, perhaps
suffering from shock. He was found, but died in Hobart 12 days later.
References:
Roe, M (2006) An Imperial Disaster: the Wreck of George the Third. Blubberhead Press, Hobart
Young, D (1996) 'Making Crime Pay: the Evolution of Convict Tourism in Tasmania'. Tasmanian Historical
Research Association, Hobart.
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TASMANIAN SHIPWRECKS:
Volume 1, 1797–1899
(2nd edition)
TASMANIAN SHIPWRECKS:
Volume 2, 1900–2012
(2nd edition)
by Graeme Broxam and
Michael Nash
Navarine Publishing, Hobart
(2012 and 2013)

REVIEW — When
Europeans
came to Tasmania they relied on
an ocean passage into a sea of
danger. In the days of uncertain
navigation and unreliable or nonexistent charts, vessels sailing
east before the ‘Roaring Forties’
feared the perilous landfall as
they approached the west coast
and Bass Strait islands. Numerous
shipwrecks in Tasmanian waters
trigger gripping stories of our
maritime past.
Author and historian Graeme
Broxam and marine archaeologist Michael Nash first published their
two shipwreck volumes more than ten years ago. The first editions soon
became definitive references for those with an interest in Tasmania’s
maritime heritage but have been out of print for some years. When
the authors decided to produce a second edition of each book,
Broxam and Nash were able to gather more reliable information
from many sources including the National Library of Australia’s
TROVE system of digitalised newspapers. Meanwhile Nash revisited
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the archaeological findings and searched for superior images. The
authors were given access to the generally unpublished reports of
Marine and Safety Tasmania in order to bring Volume 2 up to date.
The revised editions are published in large quarto format with
numerous colour illustrations. The books are not just for reference
purposes since they uncover many incredible sea stories. Tasmanians
are well aware of the nineteenth-century sailing vessels foundering
on the west coast, and sometimes forget that vessels are lost in other
places and at other times. The foregoing is highlighted by the cover
of Volume 2 depicting the loss of the Antarctic supply ship Nella Dan
in deep water off Macquarie Island in 1987.
Tasmania’s east coast has had its share of misfortune too. Volume 1
tells the story of the sad loss of the six children of Thomas and Mary
Large on the stranded smack Resolution at Great Swan Port one
night in November 1850. Thomas and Mary survived and returned to
the Swansea Inn (now Schouten House) and went on to have four
more daughters.
The inscription beneath the names reads:
The above were the Children of
THOMAS and MARY ANN LARGE
who were unfortunately drowned
at the time of the wreck of the Cutter
Resolution at Great Swan Port
on the 5th of Novr 1850.
Weep not for us but be content
we was not yours but only lent.
Wipe of those tears and weep no more
we are not lost but gone before.
We was not yours but Christ’s alone
he loved us best and called us home.
During the great storm in April 1880 the schooner Guiding Star was
also lost near Swansea. Four more trading vessels foundered the
very same day in that storm on the east coast. Broxam and Nash’s
volumes tell these and many other stories which can easily be
unearthed using the index listing vessel names or alternatively the
index of people and organisations.
back to Contents Page
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Maritime Art

Ditty boxes to contain jewellery or sewing materials in whale bone and baleen with Huon
pine oval tops and bases. Colin Thomas Collection

Scrimshaw: art of the mariner
by Scott Carlin (2017)
Scrimshaw, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, is to ‘adorn
whalebone, ivory, shells, or other materials with carved or coloured
designs’. Its derivation is said to be ‘early 19th century: of unknown
origin …’ Scrimshaw belongs to ancient traditions with engraved
deer horn found in prehistoric sites such as the Lascaux Caves (1700
BCE). The term scrimshaw has since come to embrace all items that
are a by-product of the whaling industry.
Whaling in Tasmanian waters was Australia’s leading export industry
pre-1840. Before the advent of the petrochemicals industries circa
1860, whale oil was used to lubricate fine machinery, provided the fuel
for London’s street-lamps, provided domestic lighting and was also
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A scrimshaw sperm whale tooth titled ‘Whaling at Twofold Bay N.S.W.’ with a scene of
harpooning a spouting whale from a longboat. Colin Thomas Collection

the basis for perfumes and soap. Whale bone was also an important
material pre-plastics, providing handles of clothes and tooth brushes
and other items. Flexible baleen from the feeding plates of the right
whale was famously used to reinforce women’s corsets.
Whaling is inextricably linked with Hobart’s origins. In 1803, Albion,
captained by American, Eber Bunker was hired by the New South
Wales Government to take Captain John Bowen and his party to
Risdon Cove. Albion encountered a school of sperm whales off
the East Coast at Great Oyster Bay. Bunker’s contract allowed him
to conduct whaling during the voyage and the expedition waited
while he boiled down three carcases for lucrative sperm oil.
Lieutenant-Governor David Collins who replaced Bowen and
relocated the settlement to Sullivan’s Cove in 1804, requested
a report from his harbourmaster, William Collins on the maritime
commercial potential of the settlement. Collins was not slow in
recommending the relocation of the Southern Whale Fishery from
London to Hobart. By 1806 William Collins had established a shore
whaling station at Tryworks Point, now Droughty Point, Rokeby.
While colonial, British and American vessels exploited whaling and
sealing in Tasmanian waters, the British Government saw Hobart
Town primarily as a prison settlement and it remained closed
to merchant ships until 1813. It was not until 1828 that the British
Government lifted heavy import duties on sperm whale oil.
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In shore or bay whaling the whales were sighted from an onshore
tower or vantage point and the whaleboats returned to shallow
water to process their kill. This involved cutting the carcase into
chunks that were boiled down in large trypots. The boiling or trying
process rendered the flesh into oil. Trypots were used in graded sizes
and an exceptional pair is on view in Salamanca Place, Hobart.
Southern right whales (Eubalaena australis, also known as the right
or black whale) came north from the Antarctic in winter to calve in
the sheltered bays of south-eastern Tasmania. In his diary, 28 June
1803, the Rev Robert Knopwood, first Chaplain of Van Diemen’s
Land 1803–1838, recorded travelling up the Derwent by boat and
needing to keep close to shore owing to the risk of the boat being
capsized by whales. Other commentators recorded difficulty in
sleeping because of the calls from whales cavorting in the Derwent.
The right whale was the mainstay of shore or bay whaling until the
late 1830s when it had been hunted almost to extinction. Right
whales feed by sieving krill through horny baleen plates hanging
down from their upper jaws. Flexible baleen became an ideal
material for corset stays, umbrella spokes, furniture and walking
stick inlays. As fibre it provided bristle for brushes.
Each Summer schools of sperm whale (Physeter microcephalus)
migrated north, searching the Tasman Sea for giant squid and
cuttlefish. Sperm oil was superior to right whale oil for lighting,
burning more clearly. Spermacetti, a sweet smelling oil made from
a wax in the whale’s head cavity (where it assisted the whale’s
buoyancy) improved the brightness of candles. Additionally,
ambergris, a sperm whales’ intestinal secretion, was used as a
fixative in the perfume industry.
In the early 1830s Hobart’s New Wharf was constructed together
with the warehouses that face what is now Salamanca Place. By
the late 1840s as many as 50 whaling ships might be seen tied up
at New Wharf with most of the colony’s businessmen also taking an
interest in whaling. From the late 1830s to the 1850s was the great
era of sperm whaling. While mainland Australia struggled owing
to a financial downturn in 1842, Tasmania’s economy remained
buoyant owing to whaling, wool and a convict labour force.
In the 1860s whale numbers were declining and petroleum and
kerosene replaced whale oil in lighting and industry. The last
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Tasmanian whale ship sailed out of Hobart in 1899. English and
Norwegian whalers plied Tasmanian waters into the 1920s and 30s.
Among sailors’ gifts to their sweethearts, scrimshaw corset busks
were a favourite (perhaps the anticipation of fitting the busk
made it the gift that gives). Ditty boxes to contain jewellery or
sewing materials had sides of whale bone or baleen with Huon
Pine or cedar oval tops and bases. The sides were often pierced
with the junction at the back in the form of strapwork, reminiscent
of American Shaker boxes. Among the rings is one pierced with an
early version of the Australian coat of arms. Dressing table sets were
a trophy item and exercise in ugly beauty. They took the form of
a raised platform, often with a back plate of engraved pan bone,
supporting a pair of engraved sperm whale teeth, occasionally
a pin cushion fitted into a carved sperm whale tooth or a pocket
watch. More workaday gifts were
knitting needles, crochet hooks,
embroidery tools, wool winders,
buttons and combs.

Several walking canes including one with
a Turk's head hand grip owned by Captain
Richard Copping. Colin Thomas Collection.

Whalers made prestige items
they may have used themselves,
sold or presented to patrons such
as walking canes (some of which
doubled as opium pipes), whip
handles, clothes brushes, boot
button hooks and handles for
razors and their strops. Several
walking canes have splendid
Turk’s head hand grips, named
for the rope knot. One of these
was wielded by Captain Richard
Copping when he murdered his
female servant.

Sperm whale teeth engraved with whaling scenes, scenes of
ships, portraits of actors, actresses and celebrities, ladies of fashion
and ladies of the night were also presentation items, possibly with
the latter a target audience. The scenes reflect a great variety
of sources with fashion plates from high-end magazines such as
Ackerman’s Repository (1809–1829), actors performing their roles
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from popular broadsides and tinsel pictures, to portraits of royalty
from publications such as the Illustrated London News (1842–2003).
One small portrait is clearly based on an early studio photograph.
Images were transferred from paper templates onto the teeth by
pricking the paper and pouncing powdered graphite or pigment
onto the ivory surface. This method is the evident in a portrait of
Quaker prison reformer, Elizabeth Fry. The scrimshander has not
joined the dots but allowed them to be part of the composition.

Colin Thomas has a remarkable collection of this work, which
encompasses the breadth of scrimshaw from items of personal
adornment, to sailors’ gifts to their sweethearts and tools to maintain
the majestic rigging of the whaling ships. Thomas’s sailors’ tools
include fids (used to splice ropes), tools to bind ropes together
(avoiding rope burn); seam rubbers used in flattening sail canvas
for sewing and net maker’s shuttles. These share a showcase with
sealers’ clubs, a refashioned whale beculum or penis bone.
His collection also includes comparable turned items from egg
cups to cork screw handles, funnels, punch ladels and pastry
crimps. A particularly attractive item is a small flask which sits on
a turned stand surrounded by small goblets, each turned from
a sperm whale tooth. The flask contains enough liquid to fill the
goblets.
He has assembled a scrimshaw collection with the breadth and
quality of institutional collections in New Bedford, Massachusetts
USA and Hull, Yorkshire, England — other former whaling centres.
Thomas’s collection is chiefly Tasmanian in origin and a touchstone
for understanding early Hobart. He is quick to say that he does
not support the continuance of whaling in any form. ‘What was
acceptable in the early 19th century is not acceptable today.
I fully support the conservation of these majestic marine mammals.
However, the personal risk faced by early whalers and their
creativity shown in scrimshaw artworks should be acknowledged
and respected.’
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SCRIMSHAW
The ancient art of the mariner
by Colin Thomas (2011)

Exhibitions of Colin Thomas' collection have been held at
Narryna Historical Museum,
103 Hampden Road Battery Point, Hobart,
and in the
Carnegie Gallery, at the
Maritime Museum of Tasmania.
cnr Argyle and Davey Streets, Hobart.
His catalogue, Scrimshaw: the ancient art of the mariner (2011)
is available in the bookshop at the Maritime Museum.

Summer Reading
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SHIPS AND THE SEA:
THE ART AND LIFE
OF OSWALD BRETT
An autobiography by
Oswald Longfield Brett
(2014)
Halstead Press
Braddon ACT

REVIEW—Marine artist Oswald Brett’s autobiography has one of
his oil paintings reproduced on the cover depicting two vessels
well-known to those who have a love of Tasmanian maritime
history. The dramatic image portrays Abel Janzoon Tasman’s ships
Heemskerck and Zeehaen navigating a passage in the Fiji Islands
in February 1643 nearly three months after leaving Van Diemen's
Land. Brett’s historical ship portraits appear throughout the world
and the Maritime Museum of Tasmania is fortunate to have five of
his paintings in its own collection.
In the book Oswald Brett tells his own story, the interesting account
of his life in the maritime world which he lavishly illustrates with
sketches and colour reproductions of many of his works. In addition,
he adds ship paintings by other noted artists including his early
mentor, the noted maritime artist John Alcott.
Oswald Brett was born in Australia in 1921 and had an interest in
drawing and the sea from an early age. One of his heroes was Alan
Villiers who arrived in Sydney with Joseph Conrad in December 1935.
Brett was desperate to go aboard the ship anchored in Double
Bay but had no idea how to get an invitation. By chance, Brett
called on John Alcott who allowed the 14 year-old to accompany
him to an appointment to meet Captain Villiers aboard the ship
the following day. Villiers asked if he would like to go to sea. When
Brett told his parents of his plans they refused to let him embark.
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Instead, Oswald Brett studied art at the East Sydney Technical
College and his parents agreed that he could go to sea on
completion of the course. This he did, joining the Merchant Marine
just prior to the outbreak of World War 2. Later he served as an
Able Seaman on RMS Queen Elizabeth and on Atlantic troopships.

'The Landing at Anzac, 25 April 1915' — taken from a print.
The artist, Charles Edward Dixon (1872–1934) produced several
paintings of the scene. Originals are at Parliament House,
Canberra and in galleries in Australia and New Zealand.

Oswald Brett wrote of the early impact of Charles Dixon’s Anzac
painting: ‘A print of that picture was framed on the walls of the
Beecroft Primary School and I was transfixed by it as a child. It was
a bit like an illustration in a Boys Own Annual and it kindled in me
a profound longing for what I saw as The Great Adventure.’
Between wartime voyages Brett spent time ashore in New York
where he met Gertrude the American girl who was to become
his wife and with whom he had two children. He left the sea and
set up house, continuing to paint his historic ship portraits that are
meticulously researched and technically accurate. Brett had a
studio on Long Island, where he lived, but he is also claimed by
birth as an eminent Australian artist.
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'Joseph Conrad and tug Waratah' a gouache painting by
Oswald Brett 1935.
Photo: Barry Champion
Maritime Museum of Tasmania collection, P_2008-012

The artist recorded that the tiny full-rigged ship Joseph Conrad
was built by Burmeister Wain at Copenhagen in 1882 of Swedish
iron. In the painting the ship is shown under the command of
Alan Villiers outward bound towards Melbourne off Sydney Heads
on the cloudless summer afternoon of December 15, 1935, in a
freshening NE breeze. The harbour tug Waratah, on that occasion
the relieving pilot steamer, is broad on the Conrad’s lee shortly
before the little square-rigger backed its mainyard, and dropped
the two pilots Captains Murchison and Brew.
The young Oswald Brett was present and witnessed the vessel’s
departure from Sydney in 1935 and it is interesting to note that
Joseph Conrad survives today in Mystic Seaport and Waratah now
sails as part of the Sydney Heritage Fleet.
Oswald Brett’s magnificent book tells the story of his remarkable
life in the service of seafaring heritage and is a must read for the
maritime enthusiast.
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OCEAN CLASSICS
Photography by Richard Bennett
and text by Bob Ross

This beautiful hardcover book of 84 pages, is a compilation of
Richard Bennett's photographs of Sydney to Hobart yacht races
and of other sailing events around Tasmania. At the back of the
book is a map showing the course followed by each race.
At Rolph's Nautical Gift and Book Shop at th Maritime Museum.

Rolph's Nautical Gift & Book Shop
OPEN 7 DAYS — 9am–5pm
10% DISCOUNT for MMT members (+ postage & handling) shop@maritimetas.org

Lots of gifts and books in the Maritime Museum’s shop!
CALL IN to browse and see the full range of

BOOKS Clocks DVDs Barometers GLOBES Mugs SHIPS MODELS etc.
back to Contents Page
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gallery

Carnegie
at the Maritime Museum

MARITIME ART
If you're in Hobart during the summer, call in to the Maritime
Museum, where The Australian Society of Marine Artists (ASMA)
is staging its 2019 National Exhibition in the Carnegie Gallery.
The exhibition will run until 22 March 2020 showcasing ASMA
members’ works which illustrate the rich maritime heritage,
beautiful coastlines and waterways of our nation.
ASMA 2019 features works in a variety of media including oil,
pastel and watercolour depicting historical and contemporary
subjects including references to the 75th Anniversary of the
Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race.
Eminent maritime artist and Hobart resident Bill Mearns has
several works in the exhibition alongside a selection of ASMA
members' works from across Australia. Then from 2 April to 12
July, the Carnegie Gallery will host a solo exhibition of Bill Mearns'
work.
Come along to the Museum and take a look — you might just
find something special.
—Annalise Rees, Assistant Curator

Michael, Josh, Stephanie and Jenny at the opening of the
ASMA 2019 exhibition
Photo: Barry Champion
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